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Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
United Press International In Our 8th Year
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky CorninuniV, Newspaper
Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, November 13, 1968 101 Per Copy
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Circulation
Both In City
And In County
Vol. LXXXIX No. 270
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
We tried out one of those new
fluor blades which are treated
with high voltage electricity to
give than a super edge then
coated with sonic kind of plas-
tic to preserve the edge and we
proceeded to cut the heck out
of ourself. They are sharp all
' right, they'll take whiskers, skin
and all.
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A Yellew Shafted Flicker mov-
ed from the bird bath to the
POtit Oek early this morning
in the bright, but weak Novem-
ber in. He appeared a golden
yellow as the under aide of his
wings showed.
Poor *Id Grasshopper jumped
creakily out onto the cold sun-
lit sidewalk. His days are num-
bered.
Fleck of Starlings lined up on
the utility wire in front of the
house They were oyeced strating the proper parlimen-. just
tary procedure. Jay Richy act-
ed as panel moderator.Logy the dog looked u though Mrs. Mary Ryan, teacher of
she warded to go out last night. the University kindergarden
and substitute teacher in theWe opened the beck door, she
, Murray-Calloway County Head
Start program spoke briefly to
the group of the needs of the
Ken Harrell -
Speaker For
Sigmas Here
Dancing On
•
Professor Ken Harrell, head
of the Murray State University
History Department addressed
the Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club Monday
evening at 7:30 at the club-
house.
Dr. Harrell's topic of dis-
cussion was "Freedom Docu-
ments" in which he developed
an interesting theory for the
ladies, that two of the greatest
"Freedom Documents" — the
Magna Carta and the Declarat-
ion of Independence today re-
present far different concepts
than they were orginally de-
signed for.
A panel of students from the
University School consisting of
Jay Richy, Shelia Stallons,
Kristy Kodman, Bob Alsup,
Steve Willoughby and Claudia
Matthai presented a short pro-
gram to the Sigma's demon-
program, which are chiefly fin-
ancial.
Following the programs, De-
Campus Voted partment Chairman, Mrs. BillThurman conducted the bus-
l iness meeting. It was announc-ed during the meeting that an
Tuesday night.
The more than 1,000 Messen-
gers delegates also approved
a resolution for construction o'
a new hospital complex near
Louisville. The resolution set
in motion planning for the com-
plex which is to include a 200-
bed general hospital extended-
care facilities and a profession-
al building.
The delegates attending the
convention voted to free $385,-
000 that had been withheld
from Kentucky Southern Col-
lege The money, to be given
to the financially beleaguered
school in five annual payments
beginning this year, is the un-
paid portion of an $885,000 sev-
erance pay grant promised
KSC when it ended its Baptist
affiliation in 1967.
In other action Tuesday, the
delegates passed by an 11-vote
majority a resolution voicing
disapproval of a recent George-
town College ruling which per-
mited dancing on campus.
"In light of the moral con-
victions of many Baptists In
Kentucky, we regret the recent
action of the Georgetown Col-
lege trustees," the resolution
said.
The resolution also urged the
trustees of other Kentucky Bap-
tist institutions to maintain pro-
hibitions against dancing. al-
though it will not affect the re-
cent ruling at Georgetown.
The resolution was introduc-
ed by Dr. C. R. Daley, Middle-
town, editor of the Western
Recorder, the official state Bap-
tist publication.
one wishing to purchase a cook.Down At Meet y-book to give as a Christmas pre
sent, could contact Mrs. Wm.
(upi) Don Overby.FLORENCE, Ky.
It was decided that the De-The Kentucky Baptist Conven-
some 580.000 partment would aid the Headtion, representing
Start Program by donatingBaptist in the state, has adopt-
ed a record $4.3 million budget 82°4100 for equipment to be
used at the school.for 1980-1971)
Hostesses for the eveningThe convention entered ita
were Mesdames: Donald Henry,second day of meetings in the
Harold Hurt, Charles Warner, c. •
Bobby Grogan, Walter Jones' iae of the road and had to be ,
County held its monthly meet-
First Baptist Church here to-
day after approving the budget' 
towed away by the Tabers Body ing in the chambers of Judge
Hall McCuiston on Tuesday.
County Judge McCuiston pre-
sided and all magistrates were
present including Dewey Boa-
zell, Noble Brandon. Roy Bur-
keen, Thurston Furches, Cecil
Holland, G. R. Lassiter, and
Cecil Taylor.
Doherty Suffers
Eye Injury Tuesday
A. A. (Red) Doherty of the
Penny Rood, Murray Route
One, suffered an injury to his
left eye on Tuesday afternoon.
,Reports are that the accid-
ent occurred while ha was at
work at the Planters Loose Leaf
Floor. He was reported to be
doing some hammering when
the nail slipped and struckrIns
eye.
Doherty was taken to the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic for
treatment and was admitted
at 3:07 p.m to the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital where
he is listed in satisfactory con-
dition this morning
Members of the family said
that some stitches were taltun
in the eye. but it is thought that
the sight of the eye will not be
impaired.
Prof. Ken Harrell
Police Chief Manning ex-
plained the duties to the mo-
thers and demonstrated how toOccurs Here direct traffic at the new school
zone stop sign on 16th Street.
These mothers will have full
authority to direct traffic and
to report anyone who does not
obey the stop signs or other
regulations.
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn whose
husband owns Sager Glove
Company donated each mother
a pair of white gloves to wear.
"We would like to ask the pub-
lic for their cooperation and
help make this area safer for
our children. Our slogan is
"Watch That Child, He Could
Be Yours" Let this be your
safety slogan also," Mrs. Hain,-
worth said.
Safety Patrol
Is Organized
At Robertson
An organizational meeting ef
Robertson P T.A. Mothers' Pat-
rol was held November 7th, in
the school cafeteria. Mrs. Jim-
my Johnston presided and ex-
plained the precedures of the
patrol.
The Mothers' Patrol is being
organized with the cooperation
of Chief Brent Manning and the
Murray Police Department un-
der the direction of Mrs. Je-
rome Hainsworth. Safety Chair-
Hman of Robertson P.T.A. The
Two Vehicle ing 
16th Stre 
of traffic at the intersect-
ion of et and Williams
Avenue and around the school.Collision
mothers will aid in the direct-
and Mrs Robert Johnson.
Moose Lodge
District To
Meet Here
Murray Moose Lodge No. 2011
will host the regular meeting
of the West Kentucky Legion
No. 53 of the Loyal Order of
Moose this weekend, according
to the Governor of the local
lodge, George Hodge.
Members of the Legion and
-their ladies will be in attend-
ance from several lodges in
Western Kentucky.
Saturday evening starting at
eight o'clock the Lodge will
have a dance for the entertain-
ment of the visitors and local
members.
Business meeting of the Leg-
ion will be held starting at 9:30
a.m., Sunday, October 17. A
chicken dinner will be served
Sunday at one p.m. for all Leg-
ionaires. members of the Moose,
and their ladies to conclude the
scheduled activities.
Governor Hodge urges all eli-
gible members to attend the
social functions as well as the
business meeting.
t.
Traffic Collision
Reported Tuesday
Another traffic collision, the
15th for the month of Novem-
ber in the city of Murray, or-
marred Tuesday at 950 a. m. on
Main Street, according to the
report filed by investigating of-
ficers of the Murray Police De-
partment. No injuries were re-
ported.
Cars involved were a 1968
Chevrolet two door hardtop
owned by Paul Butterworth
Jr., Murray Route One, and
driven by Charles Steve Sexton,
1604 Miller Avenue. and a 1969
Chevrolet 4 ton truck driven
by Herman C. Lassiter of Mur-
ray Route Four.
Police said Sexton, going west
on Main Street, ,.as attempting
to park up to the curb on Main
Street. Lassiter was backing out
from the curb and hit the car
in the right rear quarter panel,
according to the police report
Damage to the car was on
the right rear quarter panel and
to the truck on. the left rear
bumper tip.
A two vehicle collision oc-
curred this morning at 7:05 on
the Pottertown Road, Kentucky
280, 2'4 miles east of Murray,
near the intersection of the
Outland School Road.
No injuries were reported,
but damage was reported to
both vehicles, according to
Kentucky State Trooper Char-
les Stephenson.
Tommy Wayne Gargus, age
22, Murray Route Six, driving
a 1965 Chevrolet sedan, was
backing out of his driveway.
Gargus told the trooper that
frost was on the windows of
his car and he failed to see the
1962 Ford pickup going west
on the Pottertown Road.
State Police said Gargus
drove out into the path of the
pickup, driven by Ralph Arlis
Wright, age 81, of Murray
Route Three. After the collis-
ion the Gargus car was knock-
ed into the ditch on the north
Shop wrecker, according to the
- police.
The Wright truck was dam-
.iged on the right front, but
Wright was able to drive the
truck after the collision.
101 Year Old
Woman Dies
Mrs. Lucy Chance of East
Maple Street succumbed Sun-
day at the Convalescent Divis-
ion of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The deceased was 101 years
of age She died at 12:30 p.m.
and her death followed an ex-
tended illness. Reports are that
she had been a resident of this
county nearly all of her life.
Mrs. Chance was a member
of the Second Street Church of
Christ.
Survivors include two daugh-
ters, Mrs. Hilda Gibson of Jack-
son, Mich., and Mrs. Mary
Chance of Murray;and one son,
Solon Chance of Mayfield.
Funeral services will be held
at the Rutledge Funeral Home
Thursday at two p.m. with Bro.
Floyd Dethrow officiating. The
wake will be held tonight from
six to eight p.m. at the funeral
home.
Interment will be in the Mur-
ray Cemetery with the arrange
ments by the Rutledge Funeral
Home.
Mary Youngerman
Named Alternate
Mary Youngerman. daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. A. 1. Younger-
man of Locust Drive, Murray,
has been selected as alternate
recipient of the National Coun-
cil Chapter's Scholarship by
Alpha Chi, national honor soc-
iety.
Miss Youngerman, a senior
at Murray State University, la
majoring in chemistry and min-
oring in math and physics. She
is a member of Sigma Sigma
Sigma social sorority.
Alpha Chi is a member of
the Association of College Hon-
or Societies,
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press International
The Rocky Mountain range,
which began forming about one,
billion years ago, is one of the
younger mountain systems of
the world.
Fiscal Court
Has Meeting
The Fiscal Court of Calloway
Bill Miller of Paducah, and
another representative from the
State Highway Department, was
present.
The state highway men re-
ported on the plans for road
work for 1969-70 in the var-
ious districts of the magistrates
in the county. Plans for gravel,
bridges, drainage, etc., were
discussed.
Douglass Shoemaker, county
court clerk, read the minutes
of the October meeting Checks
for distribution were presented
to the county treasurer. Gordon
Moody. Claims for the month
were approved and ordered to
be paid by the treasurer.
Also present for the meeting
was County Jailer Huel "Wim-
py" Jones.
PRIZE WINNERS — These Murray High
Industrial Education Association last weekend
Silencer with • figure carving In leather, 1ex22
Jo• Resig and Bill Adams, wood carvings, Je
Iselding his leather carving, two pintfil ducks
background.
students won several Aliens at the Kentucky
in Louisville. From the left they are Alan
, bast eighth grade protect In the entire state,
rry Stone, lathe turning, and David Hugh's,
flying up from the water with cattails in the
BULLETIN
NEW YORK an — A Brook-
lyn grand jury Indicted three
Yemeni immigrants today on
four counts In an alleged
conspiracy to assassinate Pres-
ident-elect Richard M. Nix-
on-
The jury charged Ahm*d
Hamer, 43, and his two sons—
Hussein, 20, and Abdo 28—
,heroes of conspiracy, cri-
minal solicitation and two
counts of possessing danger-
ous weapons. If convicted,
each could receive • maximum
sentence of 24 years In poi-
son.
Hamer and his eldest son
Sr. naturalized U. S. citizens
but Abdo Is still • citizen of
Y•men, a small country at the
southern tip of the Arabian
Peninsula,
Country Music Show
At New Concord
A Country Music Show will
be held at the New Concord
Elementary School on Saturday,
November 16, at seven p.m.
Featured at the show will be
the McCuiston Boys and Travel-
ers. Baby Doll Mardis and the
Bluegrass Boys, Rhythm Ramb-
lers, Three J's Plus One, and
the Kentucky Drifters.
The admission will be 75
cents for adults and 25 cents
for children. The show is spon-
sored by the Parents and Tea-
chers Club of the schooL
gin TURNIP Sammy Keith Kislisy, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Sam K•Ility, 100 South 13th.. proudly shows off twomonsters which he grow himself Th• hug• tumid weighedIn at fly, and afmna.faurtin ',rounds and the radish weighedone and one-half pounds. He said the reddish Is c•Iliid •Winter Radish, but the turnir Is the COMITIOn variety whichlust grew to its outsize proportions.
Honor Roll
Of University
School Named
Four students at the Murray
University School made A's in
all subjects attempted at the
school for the first nine weeks,
according to a release from the
school.
Making all A's were Lamar
Harrell, grade seven, Kitty Mil-
liken, grade nine. and Mary
Jane Buchanan and Mary Eyrl
Winter. grade ten.
Students with an overall B
average:
Grade 7 — Gary Gibbs, Val-
erie Harrison, Mirriam Hend-
on, Tommy Keller, Doug Me-
Cann, Cynthia Mills, Julie Oak-
ley, John Riley, Rita Schiel,
Richard Scott, Lisa Seaford,
Sam Smith, Pamela Wilson,
Randy Wright.
Grade 8 — Karen Russell,
Kathy Rogers, Barbara Howard,
Cathy Christopher, Pamela
White, Janet Walker, Kip Ma-
son, Sandy Futrell, Dan Thomp-
son, Joey West.
Grade 9 — Karen Alexander,
Jane Arant, Diane Clark, Kathy
Jackson. Katie Kemp, Nancy
Kursave, Sharon Moore, Mary
Tutt.
Grade 10 — Debbie Cathey,
Mark Etherton, David Fowler,
Jean Gowans, Annette Houston,
Nancy Peterson, Christy Scott,
Ray Smith, Norma Wells.
Grade 11 — Cindy Wagar,
Gayle Rogers, Beth Garrison,
Linda Humphrey, Cindy Steele,
Sue Ann Story, Linda Jones,
Amy Thompson.
Grade 12 — Steve Cavitt,
Christine Kodrnan, Milissia
Sledd, Steve Arant. Linda Ca-
they, Claudia Matthai, Kathy
Evans, Mary Caudill, Linda
Houston, Glenda White, Marcia
Hayes, Bob Alsup, Edith Sheeks,
Jay Richey, and Sammy Col-
lins.
Rev. Mattingly To
Speak At Benton
Rev. Martin Mattingly, pastor
of St. Leo's Catholic Church,
will be the guest speaker Thurs-
day at eight p. m at the Mar-
shall County Library building,
Benton.
Father Mattingly's presenta-
tion entitled "Protestant-Catho-
lic Relationships" will be fol.
lowed by an informal discussion
period. The special program
was planned by the Christian
Women's Fellowship of the
First Christian Church, Benton.
Kirksey WMS Plans
For Mission Study
The Woman's Missionary Soc-
iety of the Kirksey Baptist
Church will have a book study
at the church on Thursday, No-
vember 14, at 6.30 p.m at the
church.
Mrs. Paul Dailey of Hazel
will be the guest teacher for
the hook, "Colombia: Land of
Conflict and Promise" by Wil
Ham H Estep, Jr.
All members and visitors are
[aged to attend.
Persons Requested
To Return Baseball
Property To Park
The Murray Baseball Associa-
tion requests all equipment and
uniforms be turned in at the
City Park office building, Tues-
day, November 19, from 4-8
p. m.
Any person having any pro-
perty belonging to the harebell
association may turn it in at
this time Adequate storage haa
been provided in the new fa-
cility at the park: therefore, the
distribution of equipment to
all concerned with the baseball
program can be handled more
adequately.
Team as well as individual
cooperation in this matter will
be greatly appreciated, a spok-
esman said.
Loan Level
On Tobacco
To Be Up
The Western Dark Fired To-
bacco Growers Association an-
nounced today the loan rates
for both fire-cured and dart
air-cured tobaccos.
Grade Loan rates for Ken-
tucky fire-cured tobacco, Type
23, are based on an average
loan level of 43.1 cents per
pound or an increase of $1.20
per one hundred pounds over
last year. The grade loan rates
range from 24 cents to 65 cents
per pound.
Loan rates tor dark air-cured,
Type 35, are based on an aver-
age of 38.3 cents per pound,
an increase of $1.00 per one
hundred pounds over last year.
Dark air-cured loan rates range
from 24 cents to 55 cents per
pound.
Holmes Ellis, General Man-
ager of the Association stated
that dark-fired, Type 23, tobac-
co is expected to be up a mil-
lion pounds from last year mak-
ing a total of approximately
Seven and one-fourth million
pounds. One sucker production
should reach one and one-half
million pounds compared to one
and one-fourth million pounds
last year.
Inc quality of the tobacco
has improved over last year
and the demand for fire-cured
is expected to be very active for
the 1968 crop Growers will of-
fer their tobaccos in the usual
manner and price supports will
be available to cooperating
growers through the Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association using the services
and facilities of auction ware-
houaes.
Marketing opening dates have
not been announced.
Sherwood Potts of Farming-
ton and Rudy Hendon of Hazel
Route 2 are directors from Cal-
loway County.
Murray Boys
Win Ribbons
At Exhibit
Projects completed by Mur-
ray High School Industrial Arts
students won seven ribbons at
the Kentucky Industrial Educa-
tion Association convention
Friday and Saturday at the
Kentucky Hotel in Louisville.
These projects were completed
last year under the direction of
Willie F. Jackson, instructor.
Jackson and Tin Mason, Indust-
rial Arts instructor at Murray
High, attended the convention.
Alan Spencer won a blue rib-
bon in leather carving and his
project was judged the best
eighth grade project in the en-
tire state. He received a very
nice trophy for this. Jerry Stone
received a blue ribbon for wood
carving and David Hughes won
a blue ribbon for his project
in electricity.
Winners of red ribbons in-
cluded David Hughes in leath-
er carving. Bill Adams iM
wood turning and Joe Reek
in wood carving.
David Hughes also won a
white ribbon in wood turning.
Certificates of achievement
were given the blue ribbon win-
lien.
These projects were complet-
ed at the end of last year for
the spring contest and exhibit
here. They were eighth grade
projects with the exception of
Joe Resig who was a seventh
grader last year.
The winning projects are pre-
sently being displayed at Mur-
ray High School in the Indust-
rial Arts Department.
Mrs. Lovins
Dies Tuesday
At Hospital
Mrs. Esther Blalock Lovins,
wife of Otis Lovins, of Murray
Route Five died Tuesday at 1:20
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The deceased was 65 years of
age and a member of the Pop-
lar Springs Baptist Church. She
had retired about 2'4 years
ago from her position as sec-
retary of the New Concord
Elementary School after serv-
ing for eight years. She had
also held the position of sec-
retary in the Calloway County
Judge's office in the past
Mrs. Lovins had served as
deputy for her husband when
he was the Circuit Court Clerk
here from 1940-46.
Survivors are her husband,
Otis Lovins; one daughter, Mrs.
Bernard (Wilma) Gannon of
Colorado Springs, Colorado;
one son, Gene Lovins of Dur-
ham, N. C.; two sisters, Mis.
Burman (Thelma) Parker, Pop-
tar Street, Murray, and Mrs.
Guy (Annie) Lovins of Murray
Route Five; one brother, Clif-
ford Blalock of Murray Route
Three; eight grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at three p.m. at the
Poplar Springs Baptist Church
with Rev. Charles Chumbler
officiating. Nephews will serve
as pallbearers.
Interment will be in the New
Concord Cemetery with the ar-
rangements by the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home where
friends may call.
WEATHER REPORT
thiltod Prose Istornattosal
by United Press International
Clear to partly cloudy today
and tonight. High today mostly
In the 40s. Low tonight 20s ex-
treme east to low 40s west. In-
creasing coludiness and warm-
er Thursday with widely scat-
tered showers west.
Kentucky [Ake 7 am 3043,
down 01.
Below dam. 301.9, up 03.
Barkley Lake: 7 am. 334.2,
down 0.3.
Below dam, 303 I, up 0.5.
Sunrise 6 33; sunset 4:49.
Moon rises 11 59.
TWO CITED
Two persons were cited by
the Murray Police Departmen
on Tuesday for reckless drivin
and public drunkenness'
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Down the
1'..Garden Path
By Mrs. W. P. WILUAMS
ihouse plants now for insects of
Last week I wrote about the kinds. Malathion can be used
planting of bulbs and 1 am'
reminded of an old Oriental to get rid of most of the' —
legend that says a young Persian
noble fell deeply in love with a
beautiful maiden. But she
spurned the young man and
broken-hearted, he wandered far
out into the desert and wept for
his lost love. As he wept. each
tear that struck the desert sands
burst into a magnificent flower-
start over.a tulip. From that day on, these
It is always hard to get atear-bred blossoms became the
ymbol of the Perfect Lover. plant to adjust to indoor life•z ,
after being on the porch or
Nov, is the time to think outdoors all summ„. our houses
about some other bulbs, the have drier atmosphere and the
fragrant narcissus. Bulbs put in soil becomes dry more quickly.
bowls with rocks to steady them But too much water is just as
aial only water for food and pbad as not enough. Keep the soil
drink. will in a few weeks send moist, but never areL Water well
up sprays of dainty bouquets or i but not too often.
v.tute and yellow. There are There is one thing we can do
three verities, the all white, the before winter sets in, that is
all gold and the white with gold clean up all the tools and put
CUP. them away, as soon as the last
Put into a dark cool place for bulb and shrub is put in the
a couple of weeks. until the : ground. If spades and hoes have
sprouts are about two or three a light coating of oil over the
metal, they will be good as new
next spring, readysto start a new
Season all over again.
• • •
The U.S Coast Guard origin-
ated as the Revenue Marine in
1790.
inches high, then bring them out
into the light. To have more
continuous bloom, prepare them
at intervals of a week or so and
enjoy their fragrance until
Christmas.
It is a good time to check our
"varraints" that infest plants in
the house. The miserable little
mealy bug seems to be the
hardest to control, but if there
are only a few they can be
remoreci with a bit of cotton
dipped in alcohol. However if
they have taken over a plant, we
might as well throw it out and
aEll-SON TEAM IN CONGRESS Missouri voters elected
.es Symington. the son of one of their senators. Stuart
'''---tington, to Congress. They will be the first father-son
....Ill since Henry Dodge and -son Augustus. back in 1855.
• '7';
LLINOIS VOTERS elected Republican Richard Ogilvie (left
..-rnor, then crossed over to Democrat Paul Simon. a
state representative, for lieutenant governor.
7 5 NOV. 11, 1918, and all that confetti and all those people:
the World War I aemistire celebration in a "canyon" of
the fittinciil distri.•t in New York
_ By STEVE LIBBY
Written Espersaily fpr Ceritra:
_Press Old This Newspaper
THERE'S a great deal of ex-
citement along the coast of
Maine these daya. In tiny fish-
ing hamlets folks are bustling
with a new activity which. the
State's Department of Sea and
Shore Fisheries feels, will add
measurably to the economy of
the state.
For generations, the sea and
ILA harvest have represented the
bolv..ark of Maine's economy.
Today the shriree industry has
emerged from infanta/ to adult-
i•-ocl and there are broad smiles
,n the feces of fisher-folk .all
along the rock-bound coasts.
Fishermen are looking for a
total landing figure of nine mill
lion pounds of Pandalus bore-
alis from Maine waters this sea-
eon, with a wholesale- value of
more than a million dollars.
With the exception of Florida
and Texas, it in believed that
the state out-produced all Gulf
Coast states in ahrimpsfishing
during the winter season.
• • •
THERE WAS an awareness of
shrimps in Maine's waters for
many.years. Robert L. Dow, of
the Department of Sea and
Shore Fisheries. points out that
\'er since the wooden lobster
'rip IKNIT invented a century
,go, large shrimps have been
sught in lobster pots. Long be-
',,re that, when the cod was to.-
,ed, fishermen in western and
-ntrar Maine coastal waters
ften found that their catch i)11'
• ad had been well-fed .on
r:71461 7, Rlhard Rathburn re-
ported -that "Specimen's- 04.,PaJi -
dalus are .friquently taken in
lobster-pots set in tic, p water,
,
H E
weir 
•
LEDGER & TIMES — MI KRAY, KENTUCKY
lIrs. Lax, 80,
Dies; Funeral
Serrices Set
MRS. EDITH OSBRON LAX
Mrs. Edith Osbron Lax, 80,
died Sunday at 6:55 p.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital. She
was a resident of the Future
City community, Kevil Rt. 2
and the wife of the Rev. H. L.
Lax who has served churches
in Paducah and the area for 50
years. - - ---
After his retirement, he took
a ctiurch at Pleasant Hill in
Ballard County. She was a mem-
ber of the Pleasant Hill Church.
Mrs. Lax was born in Callo-
way County. the daughter of 'a
pioneer couple. Mr. and Mrs.
H. P. Osbron.
Besides her husband, Mrs.
Lax is survived by three sons,
Coville Lax and Frank Lax of
Paducah and Herbert Lax o.
Lexington. four daughters, Mrs
Jessie Byassee. Mrs. Kittie
Fuller and Mrs. Edith Canon,
iii of Paducah and Mrs. Mar-
saret Weir of Frankfort; one
mother, Andrew Osbron of Mur-
ray; 13 grand children; and
eight great-grandchildren.
Services will be held today
it 3 p.m. at Lindsey's Funeral
Chapel The Rev". Harry Wil-
Hospital Report
Census — Adults  98
Census — Nursery   4
Admissions, November 10, 19611
Mrs. Nell Maness. 717 Circle
Dr.. Murray; R W. Scarborough,
Route 5, Murray; Sam Puckett,
Dexter; Mrs. Annie Tharpe, 217
Spruce. Murray; Mrs. Virginia
Taylor. Route 3, Murray; Mrs.
Patsy Walker, Route 1. May-
field; Mrs. LaVanche Turner,
1302 Peggy Ann Dr. Murray;
Mrs Martha Letterman, Route
2, Murray. Mrs. Martha Rogers,
Route 1. Murray; Baby bo‘
Keith. Route 2, Wingo; Jame-
Mahan. 507 Pine, Murray; Mrs.
Lola Kesterson, 410 South 11th
Street, Murray; Edgar Lamb,
211 Erwin, Murray; Mrs. Ethel
Ward. 70'7 Poplar, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Lula Bell Hodges, 603
Meadow Lane, Murray; Miss
Judy Holley, Box 234, Puryear,
Tenn.; Miss Nancy Thurman,
421 Sauth 9th Street, Murray;
Clarence Cross, Route 1, Hard-
in; Dr James Ammons, Route
2 Murray; Mrs. Carolyn And
erson and baby girl, Route 1
Murray; Mrs. Sherry Fetes and
baby boy. 507 Elm Street, Mur-
ray; Wilburn Herndon, Route
3. Murray; Jessie Patterson
Hazel; Mrs. Beulah Robinson,
Route 3, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
Beulah Phillips, South 16th
Street, Murray; Mrs. Lucy
Chance (Cony. Div.) (expired).
East Maple Street, Murray.
COLUMBIA, Ohio (UPI) --7
The Ohio State University Ag-
ricultural Extension Service
reports that potatoes are the
only major food not setting a
record this year. It fell three
per cent below 1966.
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hams and the Rev. L. L. Jones
will be the officiating ministers.
Burial will be in Woodlawn
Memorial Gardens.
Grandsons will serve as pall-
bearers.
Methodist ministers of the Pa-
ducah district will be honorary
oallbearers.
Friends may call at Lindsey's
Funeral Home.
Market Report
Federal State Market News
Service 11-12-68 Kentucky Pur-
chase Area Hog Market Report
Includes 9 Buying Stations.
Receipts 980 Head, Barrcws and
Gilts 50e Lower; Sows, Steady.
US 2-3 190-240 lbs $16.25-17.50,
Few 1 & 2 $18.00;
US 2-4 200-240 lbs $16.25-17.00;
US 2-4 230-260 lbs $15 75-16.50;
US 3-4 250-280 Ito $1525-15.75;
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $14.50-15.50;
US 1-3 300-500 lbs $13.50-14.50;
US 2-3 400-600 lbs $13.00-13.50.
Venezuela Biggest
Oil Exporter
CARACAS, Venezuela iUPI)
— Venezuela is the world's
leading petroleum exporter,
selling on international mar-
kets approximately 3.3 million
of the 3.5 million barrels of oil
It produces daily. In total pro-
scluction. Venezuela maks third
behind the United States and
the Soviet Union.
'SEEN & HEARD . .
Shrimp Challenges Lobster
As Marine Harvest From Sea
Picturesque this scene, maybe, but its hard work this business of fishing for
shrigm in cold Maine winters. Here crewmen aboard the Lucille B tend their nets.
'-$
t shell and individually. They're
Ifreezing them raw, cooked,
'breaded and as croquettes. Can-
ners are packing them in earn-
est and the products are being
marketed extensively.
• Maine's shrimping season is
,meaeured in terms of December
I through March, but there is talk
along the docks that a new
Shrimp season may be in the
offing a season extending until
June, when the small draggers
normally begin to fish for whit-
ing. Most of the operations are
within -a 50-mile radius of Port-
land, the state's largest city, by
small draggers, during the peak
months of spawning.
but they are not caught in suf-
ficient quantities for market."
They appeared to he particularly
prevalent in the waters near
the cities of Saco and Biddeford.
But it took 80 years for the
shrimping industry to arrive
full-loom in the icy waters of
the north Atlantic. Plagued by
marketitig problems, the indus-
try was slow to grow and fish-
ermen, processors and dealers
faced an uncertain fate. But the
industry; rallied and Maine
shrimp have finally achieved
recognition. People from Boston,
California. Florida and Europe
began enjoying the seafood deli-
cacy which is a second-cousin
i to the lobster
The winter of 1967-68 may
well be remembered as the year
when the shrimping industry In
northern New England came of
age.
• • •
THROUGH much of the past
frigid winter, tiny groups of
men set out each morning from
Boothbay Harbor, Portland, New
Harbor, Eastport and Rockland.
With their bows iced by sub-
zero weather, the little boats set
their course "out there" to reap
this new harvest. Commissioner
Ron Green is confident this year
will break all records of the
past. The industry has grown
from a little more than two mil-
lion pounds three years ago to
more than six-and-a-half mil-
lion pounds in 1967. This year's
figures will not be available
for a while, but Green says that . were small commercial opera-
activity along the busy water- tions begun in Casco Bay. By
fronts tells the story. '1945 more than half-a-million
Proceasors• are operating at pounds were landed, but dimin-
recorcabreaking spec d and tidied thereafter unlit 10 year
freezing plants lire handling the ago Since that time, Production
delicacies in the shell, out of the 'hats increased rapidly
• • •
(Continued From Pees le
the communist conspiracy both
at home and abroad, is not ser-
ious, or that the communists
are softening, read the above
statement again.
Carl Marx father of commun-
ism, wrote: "The idea of God
must be destroyed".
The principal aim of the com-
munist party is to destroy
America. This is their self-
avowed, publicized aim. Yet,
we continue to give them the
benefit of the doubt here in
our American courts.
J. Edgar Hoover, Director of
the FBI said, "We are at war
with the communists, and the
sooner every American realizes
this, the safer".
The days of Laugh In, Rowaii
and Martin production on NBC
are numbered It started out a
a new, different program which
was enjoyable. however it has
now slid into a vehicle for rac-
ists and screwballs, moved from
the risque to the vulgar, and
the naughty to the blatantly
sacriligious. To sum up in two
words what we think about the
program, it stinks.
Marlow Cook says he is not a
conservative but a moderate.
Ile says he is a little to the
right of Senator John Cooper
and a little to the left- of Sen-
ator,Morton.
„..
Tractors for Mushrooms
BUTLER, Pa. I UPI —Mush-
room farmers have borrowed a
page from the coal miners'
manual, using low-profile trac-
tors to grow their succulent
crops in confined subterranean
beds.
The Butler County Mush-
room Farm. Inc. has found that
battery-powered, three-foot-
high tractors designed by Ker-
sey Manufacturing Co., of
Bluefield, Va., for narrow-
seam coal mining, make ideal
work horses for carting tools,
fertilizer and personnel
through the dank, winding
depths of the "farm."
West Germans
Buying Cars
FLENSBURG, Germany
(CPI) — Almost one out of
every five West Germans owns
a car. According to latest sta-
tistics, more than 10 million
cars are registered through-
out the country, as well as
1 million motorbikes.
"Among these are the moon'
monthly swings around the
earth, launch restrictions at
Cape Kennedy, daylight condit-
ions in the launch and recov-
ery areas and referred photo-
graphic lighting for sites of in-
terest on the moon."
It will be a six-day minimum
mission but the NASA announ-
cement stressed that it was
open-ended—meaning that the
length depends on the success
of the various experiments that
will be undertaken during the
complicated flight.
It would take six days simp-
ly to travel to the area of the
moon and back. If everything
goes according to plan, the
Apollo 8 craft will circle the
moon 10 times before returning
to a landing in the Pacific be-
tween Christmas and New
Year's.
The goal of Apollo 8 is ta
pave the way for putting an
American on the moon during
1969 — in accordance with the
goal announced May 25, 1961,
by President John F. Kennedy
to make a lanar landing in this
decade.
The Saturn 5's first stage is
nearly five times as powerful
as the Saturn 18, which launch-
ed the 11-day Apollo 7 flight
in earth orbit last month.
It was Apollo 7's nearly
flawless performance that
caused NASA officials at Cape
Kennody. the Manned Space-
craft Center in Houston, and
the Marshall Space Flight Cen-
ter at Huntsville. Ala.. to urge
that Apollo 8 flight be expand-
PANDALUS BOREALIS is a
sex reversal species, as are many
shrimp. During initial develop-
ment, most of the young ma-
ture as males. Later on, they
pass through a transitional
stage to mature as females.
Surveys of shrimping as an
addition to Maine's sea-going
heritage began some 40 years
ago, when surveys were made
by General Seafoods Corpora-
tion In 1936 a further survey
was made, supported by the
Fisherman's. Relief Corporation
of Portland and the Federated
Fishing Boats of New England
and New York. Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution con-
ducted exploratory fishing in
the Gulf of Maine, and so did
individual fishermen
But not until the late thirties
OG OS
TOGCTOER
AGO
announce-
NIXON'S THEME- Vicki Lynn:Cole. 13. shows "Bring r
Together Again" sign she held up as Presi t-elect Rich -teal Nixon's crimpiiign train passed thiou Deshler. OhioIt caught his eye, the message stuck w him and now it
Is his administration theme
ASTRONAUTS..
(Continued From Page 1)
forward in the nation's space
program."
Borman will be the flight
commander. His companions on
the historic flight will be James
A Lovell Jr. and William And-
ers. This will be Anders' first
trip into space. Borman and
Lovell are space veterans.
They will be launched into
earth orbit from Cape Ken-
nedy, Fla., by the world's might-
iest, rocket, the Saturn B. After
two orbits of the earth, they
will then head for the moon
and possibly as many as 10 or-
bits.
The space agency
ment said:
"Apollo 8 will be launched
from Cape Kennedy no earlier
than Dec. 21. Timing of the
'launch window' is solely de' Sound Experiments
pendent on technical consider- With Coal
ations. PITTSBURGH (UPI) —
Scientists at the U.S. Depart-
ment of Interior's Coal Re-
search Center in nearby Mon-
roeville have been using high
frequency sound waves to
break chemical bonds in coal.
Researchers said they have
obtained a variety of less com-
plex compounds that Indicated
sound wave energy had cleft
the chemical bonds which held
together the more complex de-
rivatives. A bureau spokesman
emphasized that the research is
still in an early stage and ita
value is not known yet. How-
ever, he added that the initial
results were encouraging.
ed into a test of men and craft
in an orbital mission around
the moon.
The Apollo 8 flight plan
presented to Paine calls for the
astronauts to orbit the earth
twice on Dec. 21 and then head
for the moon a quarter of a
million miles away, arriving
Christmas.
For about 20 hours the pilots
would orbit the moon 10 times
at altitudes down to 69 miles
and then depart for home early
Christmas morning and a
splashdown in the Pacific a
little less than three days lat-
er.
No manned flight like this
has ever been attempted be-
fore. Unmanned craft have or-
bited and photographed the
moon, others have landed gent-
ly and made on-site camera and
radio-chemical studies of the
lunar surface.
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New lathe
OAK RIDGE, Tenn. t UPI—
Union Carbide engineers at
Oak Ridge nuclear laboratories
have developed a new air-bear-
ing spindle for use on turning
and boring lathes.
The new spindle system, us-
ing special porous graphite for
greater stability, provides the
usual advantages of an air- 111
bearing system — low friction.
low heat generation, plus high-
er than average rotational ac-
curacy.
Now own
a pet
with the
gift of gab!
*Imported under
new U. S. Public Health
Regulations
'Bee-Bee miniature
parrots... just 61/2
inches long
'Bright green
tropical plumage
'Can be trained
to talk
'Make friends fast
'Easy to care for
"Just
BUY YOUR BEE-BEE
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The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
United Press International In Our 89th Year
Selected As A Best All Round Kt:tucky Communit, Newspaper
Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, November 13, 1968 10* Per Copy
Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
Vol. LXXXIX No. 270
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
We tried out one of those new
reser blades which are treated
with high voltage electricity to
give than a super edge then
coated with some kind of plas-
tic to preserve the edge and we
proceeded to cut the heck out
of ourself. They are sharp all
right, they'll take whiskers, skin
and ail.
A Yellow Shafted Flicker mov-
ed front the bird bath to the
Post Oak early this morning
in the bright, but weak Novem-
ber am. He appeared a golden
yellow as the under side of his
wings showed.
Peer *hi Grasshopper jumped
creakily out onto the cold sun-
lit sidewalk. His days are num-
bered.
Fleck of Starlings lined up on
the utility wire in front of the
house. They were spaced just
so.
Lady the dog looked as though
she wanted to go out iaat night
We opened the back door, the
(Cenehmed an Beek Page)
Dancing On
Campus Voted
• Down At Meet one wishing to purchase a c°44-
Ken Harrell -
Speaker For
Sigmas Here
FLORENCE, Ky. (UPI) —
The Kentucky Baptist Conven-
tion, representing some 560,000
Baptist in the state, has adopt-
ed a record $4.3 million budget
for 1969-1170.
The convention entered its
second day of meetings in the
• • First Baptist Church here to-
day after approving the budget
Tuesday night.
The more than 1,000 Messen-
gers delegates also approved
a resolution for construction o'
a new hospital complex near
Louisville. The resolution set
in motion planning for the com-
plex which is to include a 200-
bed general hospital extended-
care facilities and a profession-
al building.
The delegates attending the
convention voted to free $385,-
000 that had been withheld
from Kentucky Southern Col-
lege The money, to be given
to the financially beleaguered
school in five annual payments
beginnieg this year. is the un-
paid portion of an $885,000 seJ-
erance pay grant promised
KSC when it ended its Baptist
affiliation in 1967.
In other action Tuesday, the
delegates passed by an 11-vote
majority a resolution voicing
disapproval of a recent George-
town College ruling width per-
mited dancing on campus.
"In light of the moral con-
victions of many Baptists in
Kentucky, we regret the recent
• action of the Georgetown Col-
lege trustees," the resolution
said.
The resolution also urged the
trustees of other Kentucky Bap-
tist leititutions to maintain pro-
hibitions against dancing, al-
though it will not affect the re-
cent ruling at Georgetown.
The resolution was introduc-
ed by Dr. C. R. Daley, Middle-
g town, editor of the Western
Recorder, the official state Bap-
tist publication.
Doherty Suffers
Eye Injury Tuesday
A. A. (Red) Doherty of the
Penny Road, Murray Route
One, suffered an injury to his
left eye on Tuesday afternoon.
Reports are that the accid-
ent occurred while he was at
work at the Planters Loose Leaf
Floor He was reported to be
doing some hammering when
the nail slipped and struck his
eye
Doherty was taken to the
llouston-McDevitt Clinic for
treatment and wag admitted
at 3-07 p.m to the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital where
he is listed in satisfactory con-
dition this morning.
Members of the family said
that some stitches were taken
in the eye. hut it is thought that
the sight of the eye will not be
ni pa 'red.
Professor Ken Harrell, head
of the Murray State University
History Department addressed
the Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club Monday
evening at 7:30 at the club-
house.
Dr. Harrell's topic of dis-
cussion was "Freedom Dom-
merits" in which he developed
an interesting theory for the
ladies, that two of the greatest
"Freedom Documents" — the
Magna Carta and the Declarat-
ion of Independence today re-
present far different concepts
than they were orginally de-
signed for.
A panel of students from the
University School consisting of
Jay Richy, Shelia Stations,
Nutty Kodman, Bob Alsup,
Steve Willoughby and Claudia
htatthai presented a short pro-
gram to the Sigma's demon-
strating the proper parlimen-
tary procedure. Jay 'Itchy act-
ed as panel moderator.
Mrs. Mary Ryan, teacher of
the University kindergarden
and substitute teacher in the
Murray-Calloway County Head
Start program spoke briefly to
the group of the needs of the
program, which are chiefly fin-
ancial.
Following the programs, De-
partment Chairman, Mrs. Bill
Thurman conducted the bus-
iness meeting. It was announc-
ed during the meeting that any-
book to give as a Christmas pre-
sent, could contact Mrs. Wm.
Don Overby.
It was decided that the De-
partment would aid the Heal
Start Program by donating
$200.00 for equipment to be
I used at the school.
Hostesses for the evening
were Mesdames: Donald Henry,
Harold Hurt, Charles Warner,
Bobby Grogan, Walter Jones
and Mrs Robert Johnson.
Moose Lodge
District To
Meet Here
Murray Moose Lodge No. 2011
will host the regular meeting
of the West Kentucky Legion
No. 53 of the Loyal Order of
Moose this weekend, according
to the Governor of the local
lodge, George Hodge.
Members of the Legion and
-their ladies will be in attend-
ance from several lodges in
Western Kentucky.
Saturday evening starting at
eight o'clock the Lodge will
have a dance for the entertain-
ment of the visitors and local
members.
Business meeting of the Leg-
ion will be held starting at 9:30
am.. Sunday. October 17. A
chicken dinner will be served
Sunday at one p.m for all Leg-
ionaires, members of the Moose,
and their ladies to conclude the
scheduled activities.
Governor Hodge urges all eli-
gible members to attend the
social functions as well as the
business meeting.
Traffic Collision
Reported Tuesday
Another traffic collision, the
15th for the month of Novem-
ber in the city of Murray, oc-
curred Tuesday at 9:50 a. m. on
Main Street. according to the
report filed by investigating of-
ficers of the Murray Police De-
partment. No injuries were re-
Cars involved were a 1968
Chevrolet two door hardtop
owned by Paul Butterworth
Jr., Murray Route One, and
driven by Charles Steve Sexton,
1604 Miller Avenue, and a 1969
Chevrolet 4 ton truck driven
by Herman C Lassiter of Mur-
ray Route Four.
Police said Sexton, going west
on Main Streee ,,as attempting
to park up to the curb on Main
Street. Lassiter was backing out
from the curb and hit the car
in the right rear quarter panel,
according to the police report.
Damage to the car was on
the right rear quarter panel and
to the truck on the left rear
bumper tip.
Prof. Ken Harrell
Two Vehicle
Collision
Occurs Here
A two vehicle collision oc-
curred this morning at 7:05 on
the Pottertown Road, Kentucky
280. 2'4 miles east of Murray,
near the intersection of the
Outland School Road.
No injuries were reported,
but damage was reported to
both vehicles, according to
Kentucky State Trooper Char-
les Stephenson.
Tommy Wayne Gargus, age
22, Murray Route Six, driving
a 1965 Chevrolet sedan, was
backing/out of his driveway.
Gargus told the trooper that
frost was on the windows of
his car and he failed to see the
1962 Ford pickup going west
on the Pottertown Road.
State Police said Gargus
drove out into the path of the
pickup, driven by Ralph Arils
Wright, age 61, of Murray
Route Three. After the collis-
ion the Gargus car was knock-
ed into the ditch on the north
side of the road and had to be
towed away by the Tabers Body
Shop wrecker, according to the
police.
The Wright truck was dam-
aged on the right front, but
Wright was able to drive the
truck after the collision.
101 Year Old
Woman Dies
Mrs. Lucy Chahce of East
Maple Street succumbed Sun-
day at the Convalescent Divis-
ion of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The deceased was 101 years
of age She died at 12:30 p.m,
and her death followed an ex-
tended illness. Reports are that
she had been a resident of this
county nearly all of her life.
Mrs. Chance was a member
of the Second Street Church of
Christ.
Survivors include two daugh-
ters, Mrs. Hilda Gibson of Jack-
son, Mich., and Mrs. Mary
Chance of Murray, and one son,
Solari Chance of Mayfield.
Funeral services will be held
at the Rutledge Funeral Home
Thursday at two p.m. with Bro.
Floyd Dethrow officiating. The
wake will be held tonight from
six to eight p.m. at the funeral
home.
Interment will be in the Mur-
ray Cemetery with the arrange-
naents by the Rutledge Funeral
Home.
Mary Youngerman
Named Alternate
Mary Youngerman, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Younger-
man of Locust Drive, Murray,
has been selected as alternate
recipient of the National Coun-
cil Chapter's Scholarship b y
Alpha Chi, national honor soc-
iety.
Miss Youngerman, a senior
at Murray State University, is
majoring in chemistry and min-
oring in math and physics. She
is a member of Sigma Sigma
Sigma social sorority.
Alpha Chi is a member of
the Association of College Hon-
or Societies.
NOW YOU KNOW
--- -
by United Press International
The Rocky Mountain range,
which began forming about one
billion 'Years ago, is one of the
younger mountain systems of
the world.
Safety Patrol
Is Organized
At Robertson
An organizational meeting of
Robertson P T.A. Mothers' Pat-
rol was held November 7th, Ia
the school cafeteria. Mrs Jim-
my Johnston presided and ex-
plained the precedures of the
patrol.
The Mothers' Patrol is being
organized with the cooperation
of Chief Brent Manning and the
Murray Police Department un-
der the direction of Mrs. Je-
rome Hainsworth, Safety Chair-
man of Robertson P.T.A. The
mothers will aid in the direct-
ing of traffic at the intersect-
ion of 16th Street and William
Avenue and around the school.
Police Chief Manning ex-
plained the ditties to the mo-
thers and demonstrated how to
direct traffic at the new school
zone stop sign on 16th Street.
These mothers will have full
authority to direct traffic and
to report anyone who does not
obey the stop signs or other
regulations.
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn whose
husband owns Sager Glove
Company donated each mother'
a pair of white gloves to wear.
"We would like to ask the pub-
lic for their cooperation and
help make this area safer for
our children. Our slogan is
"Watch That Child, He Could
Be Yours". Let this be your
safety slogan also," Mrs. Heins-
worth said.
Fiscal Court
Has Meeting
The Fiscal Court of Calloway
County held its monthly meet-
ing in the chambers of Judge
Hall McCuiston on Tuesday.
County Judge McCuiston pre
sided and all magistrates were
present including Dewey Hu
zell, Noble Brandon, Roy Bur
keen, Thurston Furches, Cecil
Holland, G. R. Lassiter, and
Cecil Taylor.
Bill Miller of Paducah, and
another representative from the
State Highway Department, was
present.
The state highway men re-
ported on the plans for road
work for 1969-70 in the var-
ious districts of the magistrates
in the county. Plans for gravel,
bridges, drainage, etc.. WU*
discussed.
Douglass Shoemaker, county
court clerk, read the minutes
of the October meeting. Checks
for distribution were presented
to the county treasurer, Gordon
Moody. Claims for the month
were approved and ordered to
be paid by the treasurer.
Also present for the meeting
PRIZE WINNERS — Thee* Murray High
Industrial Education Association last weekend
Staincer with a figure carving In leather, 111'22
Joe Resig and BIII Adams, wood carvengs. J.
holding his leather carving, two pInteil ducks
background.
students won several ribbons at Hut KentuckyIn Louisville From the left they are Alan
, best eighth grade pi-elect In the entire state,
rry Stone, lath* turning, and David Hughes,
flying up from the water with cattails In the
BULLETIN
NEW YORK net — A Brook-
lyn grand jury indicted three
Yemeni immigrants today on
four counts In an alleged
conspiracy to assassinate Pres-
ident-elect Richard M. Nix-
Oft
The jury charged Ahmed
Ramer, 43, and his two sons—
Hussein, 20, and Abdo, 28—
el horses of conspiracy, Si.
mlnal solicitation and two
counts of possessing danger-
ous weapons, If convicted,
each could receive • maximum
sentenc• of 24 years in pri-
SOrt.
Hamer and his eldest son
are naturalized U. S. citizens
but Abdo Is still a citizen of
Yemen, a small country at the
southern tip of the Arabian
Peninsula.
Country Music Show
At New Concord
A Country Music Show will
be held at the New Concord
Elementary School on Saturday,
November 16, at seven p.m.
Featured at the show will be
the McCuiston Boys and Travel-
ers, Baby Doll Mardis and the
Bluegrass Boys, Rhythm Ramb-
lers, Three J's Plus One, and
the Kentucky Drifters.
The admission will be 75
cents for adults and 25 cents
for children. The show is soon-was County Jailer Huel "Wim- !sored by the Parents and Tea-py" Jones. chers Club of the school.
BIG rump Sammy Keith Kelley, son of Mr. andMrs. Sam K•Iley, 100 South I3th.. proudly shows off twomonsters which he grew himutlf. The huge turnip weighedIn at five and three-fourths rounds and the radish weighedone and one-half pounds. He said the racidIsh Is called •Winter Radish, but the turner Is the common variety whichlust grew to Its outsize, propoetions.
Honor Roll
Of University
School Named
Four students at the Murray
University School made A's in
all subjects attempted at the
school for the first nine weeks,
according to a release from the
school.
Making all A's were Lamar
Harrell. grade seven. Kitty MU- dilly at the part; therefore, theliken, grade nine. and Mary distribution of equipment to
Jane Buchanan and Mary Eyrl all concerned with the baseball
Persons Requested
To Return Baseball
Property To Park
Winter. grade ten.
Students with an overall B
average:
Grade 7 — Gary Gibbs, Val-
arie Harrison, Mirriam Hend-
on, Tommy Keller, Doug Mc
Cann. Cynthia Mills, Julie Oak-
ley, John Riley, Rita Schiel,
Richard Scott, Lisa Seaford,
Sam Smith, Pamela Wilson,
Randy Wright.
Grade 8 — Karen Russell,
Kathy Rogers, Barbara Howard,
Cathy Christopher, Pamela
White, Janet Walker, Kip Ma-
son, Sandy Futrell, Dan Thomp-
son, Joey West.
Grade 9 — Karen Alexander,
Jane Arant, Diane Clark, Kathy
Jackson, Katie Kemp, Nancy
Kursave, Sharon Moore, Mary
Tutt.
Grade 10 — Debbie Cathey,
Mark Etherton, David Fowler,
Jean Gowans, Annette Houston,
Nancy Peterson, Christy Scott,
Ray Smith, Norma Wells.
Grade 11 — Cindy Wager,
Gayle Rogers, Beth Garrison,
Linda Humphrey, Cindy Steele,
Sue Ann Story, Linda Jones,
Amy Thompson.
Grade 12 — Steve Cavitt,
Christine Kodrnan, hiilissia
Sledd, Steve Arant, Linda Ca-
they, Claudia Matthai, Kathy
Evans, Mary Caudill, Linda
Houston, Glenda White, Marcia
Hayes, Bob Alsup, Edith Sheeks,
Jay Richey, and Sammy Col-
lins,
Rev. Mattingly To
Speak At Benton
Rev Martin Mattingly, pastor
of St. Leo's Catholic Church,
will be the guest speaker Thurs-
day at eight p. m at the Mar-
shall County Library building,
Benton.
Father Mattingly's presenta-
tion entitled "Protestant-Catho-
lic Relationships" will be fol-
lowed by an informal discussion
period The special program
was planned by the Christian
Women's Fellowship of the
First Christian Church, Benton,
Kirksey WMS Plans
For Mission Study
The Woman's Missionary Soc-
iety of the KirIrsey Baptist
Church will have a book study
at the church on Thursday, No-
vember 14, at 6.30 p.m. at the
church.
Mrs. Paul Dailey of Hazel
will be the guest teacher for
the book, "Colombia: land of
Conflict and Promise" by Wil
ham R Estep, Jr.
All members and- visitors are
urged to attend.
The Murray Baseball Associa-
tion requests all equipment and
uniforms be turned in at the
City Park office building, Tues-
day, November 19, from 4-8
p. in.
Any person having any pro-
perty belonging to the baseball
association may turn it in at
this time Adequate storage has
been provided in the new fa-
program can be handled more
adequately.
Team as well as individual
cooperation in this matter will
be greedy appreciated, a spok-
esman said.
Loan Level
On Tobacco
To Be Up
The Western Dark Fired To-
bacco Growers Association an-
nounced today the loan rates
for both fire-cured and dark
air-cured tobaccos.
Grade Loan rates for Ken-
tucky fire-cured tobacco, Type
23, are based on an average
loan level of 43.1 cents per
pound or an increase of $1.20
per one hundred pounds over
last year. The grade loan rates
range from 24 cents to 65 cents
per pound.
Loan rates for dark air-cured,
Type 35, are based on an aver-
age of 38.3 cents per pound,
an increase of $1.00 per one
hundred pounds over last year.
Dark air-cured loan rates range
from 24 cents to 55 cents per
pound.
Holmes Ellis, General Man-
ager of the Association stated
that dark-fired, Type 23, tobac-
co is expected to be up a mil-
lion pounds from last year mak-
ing a total of approximately
Seven and one-fourth minim
pounds. One sucker production
should reach one and one-half
million pounds compared to one
and one-fourth million pounds
last year.
the quality of the tobacco
has improved over last year
and the demand for fire-cured
is expected to be very active for
the 1968 crop Growers will of-
fer their tobaccos in the usual
manner and price supports will
be available to cooperating
growers through the Western
Dark Fired Tobacco Growers
Association using the services
and facilities of auction ware-
houses.
Marketing opening dates have
not been announced.
Sherwood Potts of Farming-
ton and Rudy Hendon of Hazel
Route 2 are directors from Cal-
loway County.
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Murray Boys
Win Ribbons
At Exhibit
Projects completed by Mur-
ray High School Industrial Arts
students won seven ribbons at
the Kentucky Industrial Educa-
tion Association convention
Friday and Saturday at the
Kentucky Hotel in Louisville.
These projects were completed
last year under the direction of
Willie F. Jackson, instructor.
Jackson and Tax Mason. Indust-
rial Arta instructor at Murray
High, attended the convention.
Alan Spencer won a blue rib-
bon in leather carving and his
project was judged the best
eighth grade project in the en-
tire state. He received a very
nice trophy for this. Jerry Stone
received a blue ribbon for wood
carving and David Hughes won
a blue ribbon for his project
in electricity.
Winners of red ribbons in-
cluded David Hughes in leath-
er carving. Bill Adams in
wood turning and Joe SINN
in wood carving.
David Hughes als, won a
white ribbon in wow', turning.
Certificates of achievement
were given the blue ribbon win-
ners.
These projects were complet-
ed at the end of last year for
the spring contest and exhibit
here. They were eighth grade
projects with the exception of
Joe Ftesig who was a seventh
grader last year.
The winning projects are pre-
sently being displayed at Mur-
ray High School in the Indust-
rial Arts Department.
Mrs. Lovins
Dies Tuesday
At Hospital
Mrs. Esther Blalock Lovins,
wife of Otis Lovins, of Murray
Route Five died Tuesday at 1:20
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The deceased was 65 ye_ays of
age and a member of tle Pop-
tar Springs Baptist Church. She
had retired about 2% years
ago from her position as sec-
retary of the New Concord
Elementary School after serv-
ing for eight years. She had
also held the position of sec-
retary in the Calloway County
Judge's office in the past.
Mrs. Lovins had served as
deputy for her husband when
he was the Circuit Court Clerk
here from 1940-46.
Survivors are her husband,
Otis Lovins. one daughter, Mrs.
Bernard (Wilma) Gannon of
Colorado Springs, Colorado;
one son, Gene Lovins of Dur-
ham, N. C.; two sisters, Mrs.
Burman (Thelma) Parker, Pop-
lar Street, Murray, and Mrs.
Guy (Annie) Lovins of Murray
Route Five; one brother, Clif-
ford Blalock of Murray Route
Three; eight grandchildren
Funeral services will be held
Thursday at three p.m. at the
Poplar Springs Baptist Church
with Rev. Charles Chumbler
officiating. Nephews will serve
as pallbearers.
Interment will be in the New
Concord Cemetery with the ar-
rangements by the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home where
friends may call.
WEATHER REPORT
U•lt.d I' Interned I.o.1
by United Press International
Clear to partly cloudy today
and tonight. High today mostly
in the 40s. Low tonight 20s ex-
treme east to low 40s west. In-
creasing coludiness and warm-
er Thursday with widely scat-
tered showers west.
Kentucky Lake: 7 a.m
down 0.1.
Below dam, 201.9, up 03.
Barkley Lake: 7 am 354.2,
down 0.3. -----
Below dam, 3031, up 0.5.
Sunrise 6.33; sunset 4:49.
Moon rises 11:59.
TWO CITED
Two persons were cited by
the Murray Police Department
on Tuesday ter reckless driving
and public dniniiannees
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Quotes From The News
UNITED MIMS INTERNATIONAL
NEW YORK — President-elect Richard M. Nixon,
reflecting on what he might have done differently:
' If I had my druthers, even at this age, I'd like to
go back and take piano lessons."
NEW YORK — Bryce N. Harlow, named Richard M.
Nixon's congressional liason man, predicting that the
Democratic 92nd Congress will cooperate with the presi-
dent on major issues
"Both parties. regardless of their partisan differ-
ences, are involved with the national interests and they
have to perform willy-nilly."
SAIGON -- South Vietnamese Information MinisterTon That Thien replying to indications the U.S. mightgo ahead with peace talks with North Vietnam withoutSaigon representatives:
"They aan go ahead and talk but their conclusions
certainly ii.11 be of no validity at all."
MANASQUAN, N.J. — Mrs. Frank Stires, driven fromher seaside home by high water and 75-mile-an-hourwinds
• I've been down here during hurricanes but I'venever been any more afraid than now."
Bible Thought for Toda
This people say, The time is not come, the time thatthe Lord's house should be built. —Haggai 12 breaking down social and eco-
nomicHow often we refuse to respond to some challenge 
 barriers and which deny
t,when our real reason is selfishness or indifference to 
black men access to jabs and
God
Merited by Violence
Unhappily, the movement to-
ward equal opportunity has
been accompanied in recent
'ears by rioting, looting, burn-
ing and other violent acts which
Deaths reported today are Mrs Sarah Ellen Cothon, 
threaten to break down t he
fabric of orderly society in big
age 90, Mrs James Huie, age 41, daughter of Mrs. A. B. ' cities'
oidable to bnng
Hart of Murray. and W. D. McKee', age 70, of North 18th • 
Perhaps violence was una-
Street . the issue to
Mrs. Howard Koenen, Mrs. Bill Solomon, and Mrs. 
aofhetha to convince white en
the black 
bla k smans rhaig m
Herbert Hughes of the Murray Girl Scout Association frustration. Many Negroes andare attending the 27th Conference of the Kenowva some whites take this view.Region November 12-13-14 at Toledo, Ohio. But except in the most es-
Fifty-five r treockfish were released near Eggner's FerryBridge in Kentucky La tists. the Negro community nowke and 159 were released by Ten- 
me group of black separa-
nes-see authorities in the Tennessee portion of Kentuciug
--eseems to be swinging around to
Lake this week. The fish were brought here from the
Santee-Cooper Reservoir in South Carolina.
Lt and Mr Swann Parks are the parents of a
daughter, Gina Kay, born °ell:ober 29
Ten Years Ago Today
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Late President Liked To
Quote The Following
By LOUIS CASSELS
Urritod Prose International
The late John F Kennedy,
who had a keen sense of the
historical moment, liked to
quote the following passage
from the Old Testament book
of Ecclesiastes:
"For everything there is a
season .
"A time to kill, and a time
to heal:
"A time to break down, and
a time to build up;
"A time to rend, and a time
to sew .. "
If JFK were alive today, he
could find many areas of con-
temporary life to which these
words might be applied.
One is U.S. foreign policy.
With the exception of a small
number of absolute pacifists,
Americans accept the necessity
3f war as a last resort defense
against aggression.
Three times in the past 27
years — in World war II, in
Korea. and in Vietnam — the
nation has faced what its lead'
respond to this opportunity to
bring the racial revolution into
a new, constructive phase.
Chance For Minding
If the response is a sincere
attempt to help Negroes help
themselves, a 4angerous clea-
vage in American society rnly
**gin to close
There are, of course, many
other cleavages — between ge-
nerations, bet,veen regions, be-
tween ecomenic classes and po
lineal part...-.
They've . ways existed, but
in recent ears they seem tc
have grow. wider, deeper, more
difficult • bridge. The result
is that a:nericans are inflamed
by. inut..41 suspicions and un
able to communicate except in
ar ex. '.ange of recriminations
at a r• ,ment when they desper.
Mel y need to be united i n
grap;,..ing with their national
proh:ems.
There is no magic wand any
or can wave to overcome this
sad situation. The only solution
1, for each individual Americanera and most of its people re-
, try, in his personal relation.garded as "a time to kill."
:hips and attitudes, to createTim. to Neal
A little more harmony, a littleNow, however, there is a
great war-weariness in the land less hostility.
It is reflected not only in Dols- We have had enough of rend-
It is a time to sew,terous peace demonstrations by --.
alienated youths, but also in
the quiet conversations of or-
dinary folk. If politician, real-
ly listen to the voice of the
people, they will hear a great
many of them saying:
"The time to kill ,.e,past. It
is time to heal."
Race relations is :,notifer area
uf American life to which the
ancient Hebrew preacher's
-.vords may be applied with
striking relevan:e. gnostic heart clinic for medicallyFor Negroes the period since
indigent children will be held in
the FIRS T PRESBYTERIAN CHU-
RCH, 9th and Broadway, Mayfie-
ld, oleFriday, November 15. This
clinic will serve patients from
Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, Ful-
ton, Graves, Hickman, Living-
ston, Marshall and McCracken
Counties.
Dr. Kareem Minhas, Director
of the Kentucky Children's Heart
Clinic, Children's Hospital, Lou-
isville, and other physicians fr-
om the University of Louisville
cbool of Medicine, will. coninct ;
he 
Co-sponsored by the Kentucky
Heart Association, the Kentucky
'state Department of Health and
-the County Health Departments,
,the clinic provides a diagnostic
service for the patient, along with
recommendations for treatment
and management of the case. It
also provides an opportunity for
the referring physician to consult
with the clinician regarding his
patient. Sponsors of the clinic
are deeply grateful to the First
Presbyterian Church for allows
mg the clinic to be held in its fac-
ilities.
Necessary expenses of the Cu.
DAC are being underwritten by the
Kentucky Heart Association and
the State Health Department.enterprises and by. participating
1954 has been a long-overdue
20 Years Ago Toda
-time to break down."
First came the slow and stil
y
ncomplete breakdown of legal-
y enforced segregation in
schools and public facilities.
Then. the more difficult task of
:We conviction that it is "a time
.o build up."
The live issues today are how
to build up the economic and
political power of Negroes, by
fostering black-owned business
Heart Clinic
To Be Held
November 15
A one-day consultative and dia-
inicin election processes from the personnel and equipment will
be provided by the Graves Countyy precinct level up.
What remains to be seen is 1Health Department as well as the
how the majority of whites will State Health
LEDGER • TIMES FILE Department and the
'Kentucky Heart Association,
The Murray State College 80-piece band won first
place in the parade at Cairo, Ill., as a part of the bridge-
... freeing ceremonies which ended the toil at the Ohio
River bridge. The 60 piece Murray High School Band
received honorable mention A total of 14 bands were
entered.
A contract for completion of the new science build-
ing at Murray State College has been awarded, accord-
." Dig to Dr Ralph Woods, president of the college.
Bobby Rushing, Seaman Recruit, USN, son of Mrs.
Lorene Rushing of 313 North 1.8th Street, is undergoing
training at the world's largest Naval Training Centeri
Great Lakes, Illinois.
Mr and Mrs 011ie Mayer of Hazel celebrated their
golden wedding anniversary on November 9.
4-
-College Cleaners
1411 Olive Blvd.
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UPSETTERS
IN COLUMBUS, OHIO, Republican William Saxbe gets a con-gratulatory kiss from wife Dolly on defeating DemocratJohn J. Gilligan for the U.S. Senate. Saxbe is state attor-ney general Gilligan ousted Sen. Frank Lausehe in primary.
IN ANNAPOLIS, MD., Republican Rep. and Mrs. CharlesMathias give the victory sign on his triumph over Demo-,•ratic Sen. Daniel Brewster. They're in Agnew headquarters.
WEDNESDAY—NOVEMBER 4. 1968 ,
IN TULSA, OKLA., Republican Henry Bellmon. further gov-
ernor, enthuses at his headquarters on defeating veteran
Sen Mike Monroney With him is Mrs. Walt Helnierieh
ALMANAC
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 13,
the 318th day of 1968 with 48
to follow.
The moots is in its last quar-
ter.
The morning stars are Mars
and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Saturn
and Venus.
"The Sheik," starring the great
film lover, Rudolph Valentino.
In 1933, workers at the Hor-
mel Packing Co. in Austin.
Minn., staged the first record-
ed "sit down" strike in the
United States.
In 1927, the Holland Tunnel
between New York City and
Jersey City was opened.
In 1942, the Japanese fleet
suffered a heavy defeat in an
unsuccessful attempt to retake
U.S. positions in the Solomon
Islands.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
)
516 W Main Street Phone 753-2621
( 
Murray Loan Co.
Go when you want to...Stop when you have to...with
PEW
ototec
WINTER TREAD
ft
RETREADS ON SOUND TIRE BODIES -
OR ON YOUR OWN TIRES
AS LOW AS
Plus 37C to 62C per tie Fel F. Tax sales tax and 2 recappable
trade in tires of sa-ee size off your car
To. a Cower*
6 50-13 Black wall
7 35 14
35 15 2 thr S2626
874 4277:55 1:1.5! 9 to
2 to
: s
s
2
2
8
7
2
2
8
7
8 15 15 a.
8 55 149 tor S2929
White walls add
50 per tire
SAL t GOOD THROUGH FRIDAY
For extra traction on ice!Firestone
Polar-TracTown II Country winter, treadswith —ICE GRIP • • studsThis winter, eliminate the slidingOn ico and hard- packed snow.
ONLY
50 PER TIRE
EXTRA
all sizes up to 7.75-15
lorgsr
Sizes
87.50 psi: tire extra
Priced as shown se Piremiene Competitively peicemi of rifleman* Doole,s ond of all Panic* stations deplaying the fa-ststeine sign.
MURRAY TIRE MART
EAST MAIN STREET
PHONE 753-7111
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Georgia 20, Auburn 17 Is
Prediction For This Week
By FRED DOWN
UPI Sports WrItiir
• NEW YORK sat — Picking
the weekend football winners
with one eye on the odds and
the other on the pretty baton
twirlers:
The Top 10
Southern California 21 Oregon
State 13: 0. J. Simpson and
Steve Sogge gain revenge for
last year's upset at Corvelia as
they solidify Southern C.al's
claim to the No. 1 ranking.• Ohio State 28 Iowa 17: Ohio
States defense will be the dif-
ference in game between high.
scoring teams. Iowa has soared
258 points in eight games but
has allowed four or more touch-
downs to six differen opponents.
Penn State 35 Maryland 0:
Nation's third-ranked team has
too many offenaeive and defen-
sive skills to consider possibili-
ty of upset.
Michigan 41 Wisconsin 6: The
Wolverines, who may be the
strongest team in the country
right now, will use game as a
live scrimmage for next week's
showdown with Ohio State.
Georgia 20 Auburn 17: Jim
McCullough kicks two field
goals to one by John Riley to
give the Bulldogs the South-
eastern Conference title.
Missouri 30 Oklahoma 21:
Both teams will score big but
Missouri rates the edge because
of Sooners' weak defense.
Kansas 35 Kansas State 7: On
the rebound from loss to Okla-
homa, Kansas will shut the
gates of mercy against tmdi•
Willa rival.
Texas 17 Texas Christian 14:
Chalk up another for talented
411 place-kicker Happy Feller,
Tennessee 21 Mississippi 10:
Volunteers have too many guns
—especially on their home
Tartan turf.
Also! Notre Dame 38 Georgia
Tech 12, Houstsn 45; Idaho 7,
Southern Methodist 24 Arkan-
sas 21, Purdue 23 Michigan
State 14, Miami 7 Alabama 6,
Cincinnati 28 Ohio University
6 20 in the upset of the day,
Yale 28 Princeton 13, Texas
Tech 31 Baylor 14, Army 42
Pittsburgh 6, Minnesota 21 In-
diana 7, Colorado 14 Nebraska
13 and California 27 Oregon 6.
The Pros
American Limpet)
New York Jets 24 Oakland
Raiders 13: Joe Namath has
had his troubles with the tough
Raider defense in the past but
is overdue for one of his bril-
liant performances. The Jets
have matured from a -pass and
pray" outfit into a solid first-
class football team
Kansas City Chiefs 45 Boston
Patirots 13: The Chiefs are off
the betting board in this one
and will be out of the Patriots'
sight by halftime.
Also: San Diego 30 Buffalo
14, Denver 17 Houston 7 and
•
•
•
Miami 24 Cincinnati 14
National Laagus
Minnesota Vikings 20 Detroit
Lions 10: Vikings have the in-
side track on the Central Divi-
sion title because of injury to
Gayle Sayers of the Bears and
are unlikely to stumble against
the low-scoring Lions.
Also: New York 35 Philadel-
phia 7, Cleveland 24 Pittsburgh
6, Dallas 35 Washington 21, Los
Angeles 21 San Francisco 10,
Green Bay 16 Ne;steir/ia 7,
Baltimore 24 St. is 14 and
Chicago 28 Atlanta 10.
Pecan Bowl Invites
North Dakota State
KANSAS CITY, Mo. UPI-North
Dakota State, the nation's No. 2
small college football team, to-
day was invited by the NCAA to
play in its third Pecan Bowl Dec.
14 at Arlington, Tex.
The Bisons have completed a
perfect 9-0 season.
North Dakota State lost the
Pecan Bowl 13-0 to Texas Arlin-
gton last year after defeating
Grambling 20-7 in the 1965 game.
The Bisons, making this their
fifth consecutive year to either
win or tie for the North Central
Intercollegiate Athletic Confer-
ence championship, were theonly
team named today by the NCAA
to any of the eight berths open
in the four regional champion-
ships.
All championship games are
scheduled Dec. 14.
Two games Saturday could de-
termine the Bisons' Pecan Bowl
opponent. Arkansas State 6-2-1
invades Texas Arlington 5-3, wh-
ere the outcome could determine
the Southland Conference cham-
pionship, and 18th rankedCentral
Missouri State, also in contention
for a Pecan bid, hosts Southeast
Missouri.
ROE INJURED
DETROIT TPV — Defensive
end Joe Robb of the Detroit
Lions has been put on the in-
jured reserve list by the Lions.
Robb, injured haat Sunday,
,underwent surgery on his right
knee for ligament damage Mon-
day.
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Auburn-Georgia
Meet On Saturday
BIRMINGHAM TIT — A
Southeastern Conference show-
down is scheduled for this week-
end when Auburn and Georgia,
ranked one and two respectively
in current standings, clash head-
on.
The Auburn juggernaut, well-
oiled and running smoothly, ran
over its third nationally ranked
victim. Tennessee, at Legion
Field by a score of 28-14 The
win gives the Tigers a 4-0-0
conference record while the loss
drops the Vets into a four-way
tie for fith with a 1-1.1 league
record.
Second place Georgia with a
4-0-1 record could clinch the
SEC title with a win over Au-
burn Saturday. An Auburn vic-
tory still could mean only a tie
for the conference champion-
ship if the Tigers lose to Ala-
bama and Ole Miss takes their
two remaining conference
games.
Ole Miss defeated previously
unbeaten Chattanooga, a small
college power, by a 33-16 score.
The Rebels conference record
stands at 3-1-0.
Alabama moved up a notch
to fourth spot by de/eating LSU
in the first game of the double-
header in Birmingham. The
Tide has a 3-2-0 conference re-
cord.
Vanderbilt, an SEC weakling
for the past decade, suddenly
finds itself with a .500 league
average and tied for fifth spot
with the likes of LSU, Tennes-
see and Florida The Comma-
dares and Florida are both 2-2-
1 in the league, and LSU is 2-2-0.
Mississippi State is ranked
ninth with an 0-3-1 record and
Kentucky is 10th at 0-5-0
Georgia's walloping of Flori-
da gave the Bulldogs first spot
in scoring offense standings.
They are are averaging 27.25
points per game followed by
Tennessee, 26.1; Auburn, 25.5;
Ole Miss 20.1; and Alabama,
17.0.
The stingy Alabama defense
limited LSU to one touchdown
and kept its averages at a low
 a
Artificial
• • •10.25 points per game to stay
atop the scoring defense stand-
ings.
Georgia is a close second by
allowing only 10,9 points 
per1 
Turf At APSUgame followed by Auburn, 13.5; 
bilt, 14.6.
Tennessee, 13.7; and Vander-.
Vandy Junior Gets
SEC Defensive
Player Of Week
ATLANTA UPI - Neal Smith
of Pikeville, Ky., a junior at
Vanderbilt, Tuesday was named
Southeastern Conference defense
player of the week by United
Press International.
Earlier, quarterback Loran C.
arter and tailback Mike Currier,
both of Auburn, were named by
UPI as co-SEC offense players of
the week.
Smith, a I88-pound liberal arts
major playing safety, intercepted
two passes, broke up several oth-
• ers and made numerous tackles
as Vanderbilt upset Kentucky 6-0
and virtually assured itself of its
first winning season since 1959.
• The Commodores are present-
ly 4-3-1 with weak Davidson next,
Carter, a senior from Dalton,
Ga., threw three tenctidown pass-
es and Currier, a junior from
(neonto, Ala., caught twoof those
and scored a third time on a
• run-all in the first 20 minutes-to
lead Auburn to a 28-14 upset of
Tennessee.
•
OPERATION SUCCESSFUL
CHICAGO TIT — Notre Darne
quarterback Terry Hanratty,
who was injured in a mid-week
scrimmage last week, under-
went a 90 minute operation to
repair torn ligaments in his
left knee Tuesday
Physicians said the operation
was "completely successful."
REPLACE SAVERS
CHICAGO tin — The Chica-
go Bears have placed Gait Say-
ers on the reserve list and call-
ed up end Bob Jones from the
taxi squad
Club president George Halas
Jr indicated that the Bears will
play with a rester of only 39,
one under the limit, for next
Sunday's game with Atlanta.
Hot Bombers
CLEARWATER. Fla (UPI)
—, The Clearwater, Fla. Bomb-
ers lune won a record eight
world softball titles
aa0111111111110111•11111 111110
Bob Gibson Wins National
League Award Over Rose
Ey STEVE SMILANICH
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK tan — Bob Gib-
son, the strong righthander o
the St. Louis Cardinals, com-
pleted a sweep for the pitching
fraternity today when he brush-
ed hack the challenge of bat-
ting champion Pete Rose to win
the National League's Most Val-
uable Player award for 1968.
Gibson, whose earned run av-
erage of 1.12 was the best in
the history of the league, won
the MVP award from the Base-
ball Writers Association of
America. He received 14 out of
a possible 20 first place votes
and wound up with 242 points.
Rose. the Cincinnati Reds out-
fielder whose .335 batting av-
erage was the best in the ma-
jor leagues, got six first place
votes and a total of 205 points.
It was the second major a-
ward won this year by the
Cardinal mound ace. Earlier
this year he won the NL's Cy
Young Award. His accomplish-
ments enabled him to match the
exploits a Dennis McLain of
the world champion Detroit Ti-
gers, who won the same two
awards in the American Leag-
ue. Thus, the four major awards
given by the Baseball Writers
went to pitchers for the first
time since 1924. -----------
Gibson, who rose from the
ghettos of Omaha. Neb., to be-
come one of baseball's premier
pitchers, compiled a 22-9 record
during the 1968 season in lead-
ing the Cards to their second
straight NL pennant.
His designation as MVP gave
the Cards back-to-back winners.
Last year fine baseman Orlan-
do Cepeda won the award. Ce.
peels didn't get a single vote
South Marshall 77
University School 54
University School lost their
second game in as many starts
last night to South Marshall by
the score of 77 to 54.
South Marshall's Gary Mc-
Gregor dropped in 28 points
to lead the scoring for the
night.
!aorta by Quarters:
S. Marshall 24 32 59 — 77
Univ School 14 28 37 — 54
S. MARSHALL (77) — Mc
Gregor 26, Norwood 18, Perry
9, Ford 8, Palmer 8, Cothan 7,
Smith 1 .
UNIV. SCOOL (54) — Wal-
drop 15. Cavitt 13, Richey 11,
Overby 6, Kemp 5, Arant 3,
Willoughby I
this year
First baseman Willie McCo-
vey and pitcher Juan Marichal,
both of the San Francisco
Giants, were the only players
besides Gibson and Rose to be
named on all 20 ballots. Mc-
Covey had 135 points and Mar-
ichal 93.
Gibson's teammate, outfielder
Curt Flood, was fourth in the
balloting with 135 points.
Gibson made 34 starts during
the regular season and had 28
complete games. The 32-year-
old pitcher, known as a wit off
the mound, had a streak of five
Contemplated
clarksville, Tenn. UPI -
City officials are seriously coal
sidering installation of an artil-4
icial turf at Municipal Stadium,
where Austin Peay State Univ-
ersity and several local high
schools play their home foot-
ball gam
A reptiiaentative of the Minn-
esota Mining and Manufacturing
Co., which makes the Tartan
Turf used at the Universia- oi
Tennessee's Shields - Watkins
field, met with city officials Eon-
day.
Later this month, a repreten
tative of the company that manu-
factures the Astroturf usec in
Houston's Astrodome will 211
on the city.
A spokesman at Austin Peay
said plans for such a turf sere
"in the talking stages." He aidstraight shutouts and had a Iathe 3-M Company offered to in-string of 47 2-3 consecutive stall the Tartan Turf, an all-vea-scoreless innings. Over one
stretch of 95 innings he allow-
ed only two runs, one on a
wild pitch.
CHARLES FETED
CHICAGO WO — Former
heavyweight champion Errsrd
Charles, now suffering from a
debilitating muscular disease
will he honored tonight at a
benefit testimonial banquet ex-
pected to attract nearly 1,300
persons
Several former champions, in-
cluding Rocky Marciano, Ar-
chie Moore, (ass Clay and
Tony isle, wars expected to
attend. Charted worts for the
Chicago Youth commission and
undergoes therapy twice a week
in an effort to keep his illness
under control.
SIGNS WITH ARG
HONLULU run — The Hawai-
ian International Open golf tour-
nament will sign a two-year con-
tract with the recently formed
American Professional Golfers,
it was announced Tuesday.
Tournament director Ed Car-
ter said he hoped differences
betwen the APG and the rival
Professional Golfers Associa-
tion would won be resolved.
PURCHASE AMARO
ANAHEIM. Calif. an — Vet-
eran utility man Ruben Amaro
was purchased by the California
Angels from the New York
Yankees for an undisclosed a-
mount Wednesday.
Amaro, an outstanding field-
er, has "put in 10 years in the
major_ leagues, spending time
with St Louis and Philadelphia
before going to New York lie
won the Golden Glove award as
the National League's hest field
ing shortstop in 1964
ther track, relocate the Haas
from the edge of the playing fie-
ld to behind the stands, pia a
plastic coating on all seats and
renovate dressing room and -est
room facilities for between$400,
000 and $500,000.
Austin Peay coach Bill Dtpes
said he was in favor of an artif-
icial turf on the field, where six
games were played during a sin-
gle week earlier this seaion.
'IThe turf is about gone," lim-
es said.
-Speaking strictly for myself,
I'm all for it," he said, "Il we
APSU continue, to use this sad-
him" It's the only answer," The
field, adjacent to the university,
will probably be in especially
poor shape when the Goveriars
meet Murray S tate S aturday Win
Ohio Valley Conference game It
has rained three days this week,
and four high and junior tigh
school games will have been fla-
yed on the field by Saturtay.
FIGHT RESULTS
United Press Internation•
LONDON rrn — Billy Waller,
1904, Britain, stopped Thud
Spencer. 193,s, San Franc.sco
8; Alan Rudkin, Britain, 120:,
outpoint Manny Elias, :20,
Phoenix, Ariz. 10.
PITTSBURGH TIT — Soiny
Liaton, 219, Las Vegas, knoc<ed
out Roger Rischer, 200. Betke-
ley, Calif. 3; Doug Agin. 137,
Youngstown, Ohio. stopped am-
my Parsons, 137, Pittsburgh 10.
TORONTO art — George
Chuvalo, 208, Toronto, stopped
Dante Cane. 223. Italy 6
MIAMI BEACH ITT. On
cente Rondon, 164a, Veneto'',
dutpointed Charlie Jordan, 161,
Miami 16.
Western Tenth In
Small College Poll
NEW YORK 117 — The Unit-
ed P-ess International top 20
small college football teams
With first place votes and won-
lost tiec records in parentheses.
Team Points
1. San Diego St. ,213) (8-0) 330
2. xN. Dak. St. (3) (9-0) 303
3. Tampa (7-1) 250
4 x-N. Mu x High 4) (9-0) 202
5 Chattanooga (7-1) 184
6 Eastern Kentucky (7-1) 173
7 Tex A&I (7-1) 109
8 Weber State (7-1) 85
9 Morgan State (8-1) 60
10 Western Kentucky (7-1) 36
a-Completed season
Second 1011, Adam State 20;
12 Williamette 19. 13. Hum-
boldt State 18, 14, North Caro-
lina AlST 7; 16, Indiana Pa.
State 14; 16, Troy State 10; 17,
iGustavus Adolphus 9, 18, East-
ern Michigan, Central Missouri
State and Kings Point 8; 20,
Florida A&M '7.
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San Diego State On Way
To Third Title In A Row
NEW YORK UPI - San Diego
State, seeking its third consec-
utive small college championsh-
ip, could be ready for the big
time now,
That's the opinion expressed
by observers of the Aztecs' un-
believable 68-7 trouncing of Sou-
thern Mississippi Saturday night.
Leading only 13-7 at the half,
the Aztecs erupted for 55 points
in the second half to completely
demoralize the visiting souther-
ners, who entered the game with
a 3-4 mark in major college com-
petition.
The immense proportion of the
San Diego State victory is best
shown in a pair of Southern Miss-
issippi losses, one a 17-14 decis-
ion to Alabama and another 21-13
to Mississippi, both Southeastern
Conference powers,
The victory helped the Aztecs'
maintain their leadership in the
small college ratings as Don Cor-
yell's powerhouse received 28
first place votes and 330 points
from the 35-member United
Press International Board of Co-
aches.
North Dakota State, which end-
ed with a 9-0 mark, captured
second easily while Tampa mov-
ed into the third spot vacated by
Chattagooga, which lost to Miss-
issippi and dipped to fifth. New
Mexico Highlands, which also
finished with a 9-0 mark, moved
up to fourth.
Eastern Kentucky held sixth
and Texas A & 1 seventh while
Weber State took eighth, Morgan
State moved up to ninth and
Western Kentucky captured 10th.
Adams State was 11th, followed
by Willamette, Humboldt State
Champagne Winner
NEW YORK (UPI) — Jock-
ey Braulio Baeza has won the
Champagne Stakes four suc-
cessive years - in 1964 With
Bold Lad, in 19135 with Buck-
passer, in 1966 with Successor,
and in 1967 with Vitriolic
Red Wings'
Farm System
DETROIT 1UPI — The De-
troit Red Wings have working
agreements with Port Worth of
the Central Hockey League,
San Diego of the Western Lea-
gue and Johnstown of the
Eastern Amateur League.
alai North Carolina State, with
a pair of upsets in its last -two
outings, in the next three plac-
es, each a point apart.
Indiana Pa. State, which elid-
ed up Saturday 9-0 for the sea-
son, was 15th, followed by Troy
State, eighth last week, and Gus-
tavus Adolphus. Eastern Mich-
igan, Central Missouri State and
Kings Point tied for 18th and Flor-
ida A gi M took the final spot on
the top 20.
SIIVAIVRIS
WHERE SHOPPINC
IS A PLEASURE
INSTEAD OF A
TASK!
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!en GiantIeNChIEAT _ _ _ _ „ 2 ,.t.„ 37e
P A WITH QN1S 29E I ON__.303 can
American
e
35"
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NT POTATOES _ _ _ box 2 °. 25'
F
Bus 
ihX1CAN STYLE BEANS _ #300 Can 10
fiENCH RIEll ONIONS  29
Bush
SHELLIE BEANS  2 ,.',::::, 35
TRIAL SIZE
Top Job
100
TRIAL SIZE
Bisquick
100
2 :403
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Bubble Bath
390
PRUF - 22-oz.
Starch
490
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SPECI A Iliegt
tain:Y AISE quart 59
VEGETABLE SOUP 
bell s
 2 cforan', 2V
CRACKERS ipv, 330
Chef-Boy-ar-Dee
CHEEZE PIZZA 
Nabisco
OREO 1 Lb.  Pkg.
Kraft - 8-oz. bottle
FRENCH DRESSING
43'
2 F°Ft 49'
Store Made (1-lb cup 89e - I2-oz. cup _ 65e)
PIMENTO CHEESE _ _ _ cup 45'
Delited Jelly
Apple - Fruit Base
18-oz
2 F°R 550
mossemirreopiasmIPIIIBIREISIIIW
MEATS
ROUND .0 S. CHOICEor PROTEN
TEAK
STEAK
SIRLOIN r.S. CHOICE or PROTEN
89
lb
lb
(Centef CUt lb. 59e - Boneless lb. 69t)
CHUCK ROAST 49FbLEAN, MEATY BEEF
SHORT RIBS 3 9 1?b
SHOULDER ROASTS 9FASIGE Veil-Thus
BACON Lb. Pkg. 53`
PRODUCE
Fresh
COCONUTS  1 9"-25e
Seedless
PINK GRAPFRUIT  2 F°. 25
VIEG EIA13 LIE Ati• • ..•
f.
RESH CORN  3 ears 25'
TURNIPS  lb. 1 0'
SUN COUNTRY
ROOM
Deodorizer
550
Bath Dove
with Vanity 1 r
4b.. 98c
Coffee
Mate
6-oz jar
VALUABLE COUPON
BOLD
ONLY
11111111111
WITH THIS COUPON
SAVE 15c
SWANN'S MARKET
(75e Without Coupon)
OFFER EXPIRES Nov. 20. 1968 CDLIMIT 1 COUPON PER PACKAGE 
PURCHASED_________
-at
DUNCAN HINES
Cake Mixes
3 bxs' $1.00
GOOD
ONLY
AT
ar eepers
Friend - ‘19e
Cleans, Polishes, Removes Rust
from Chrome, Copper, Brass!
rAolL FOUR
Miss l'icki loOkass
Presides At Beta( -
District Meeting'
The First District Beta Mub
held its fail district meeting
at LwintOfl Central High
School with the prissedent Abe
liscki Hopkins. CaBetrey
School, pr ending
A weicurne from Livingthen
Central was extended by REP*
Guess the lAvingston Student
Council president A devotional
was presented and the dab wm.
led in the pledge to the
American flog.
Darreil Chanspi-n president
of the Livingston Bele O.
h. condiezted the annual
• show and presented the win-
• ners, Livingnoe Central,
U the talent plaque
The lustiness session was mi-
tt ed to order, the roll was celled
arid the attendance pieque wag
awarded to Livtnipton Central.
14 the club with the Ingteat per-
• centage a members present.
• The minutes were read and ap-
proved as was the treemaren*
report
Ricki Hopkins, Callosmy MOIL
district reporter. gave a remit
on the District Novelette, e4dRia-
as Lawrence wee elected le a
nominee for state seerekarg
from the rust District- The
F D E A. Betts decided te
Pa)* 125 00 toward her men
paten expenses at the SUM
Convention. A tionetennos amin
!blare was appowited by Se
president.
The District Dela Club ac-
cepted an inviting:le to hold the
spring district meeting at Raid-
land Iftgh Schad
Following the huainme meet-
ing tethers from the dabs re-
presented met in grams. Ite-
freshmen!' were served by the
host sbcooi.
British Generals considered
Charlotte. N.C. a "hornet's
nest of rebellion" betore the
Revolutionary War The city
, now usees a hoeses's nest In
its corporate seal.
Ammiamsbammmomnimusimuumminamsoinftaism,'.
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .
ha.
••••••• •••••••
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Blankinship-Gingles EngagementPhone 753-1917 or 733-4,41
Miss Elizabeth Ann Monroe, Bride
Elect, Is Complimented .4t Gift Tea
Om jr,Skindit November 3, from
two l four o'clock In the
allersoon, tie Folsom:Ian Mapmonk Lodge was the scene of a
gift ten honoring Miss Elisabeth
Am Monroe of Hickory, route 1,
bridemiect of John ?dirtiest Fu-
lls. of Farnungton, route 1.
Receiving the guests with the
honoree were her mother, Mrs.
Howard Monroe, and the mother
at her fiencee, Mrs. Ben D. Fe.
qua; her grandrnothers, Mrs. Je-
well Josses of Lowes and Mrs.V. G. Monroe of Hickory, roues
1, also the grandmother of her
fiancee Mrs. Sophia Sirns of
Farmington. route 1. They were
each presented corsage a of mums
by the hostesses.
Glens were greeted at the
deer In Mrs. Mildred Ray and
were invtted to sips the guest
FallWar eresided me: by Miss
Cady Los Puma. Helping mein▪ ths Ohs were Misa RIM
Ifi_eers. lleseseele for the tea
were Mrs. Corns Masa% Mrs.
litilered Rag, Mrs. Mary lk
atm ./ema, and Mrs. Roth
ghee Wyatt
A yellow and green calor
eilhene was mod throughout in
dgestreeng Ks Weeny with vari-
ous arresmemeets ofteautille
1111•1111.
The long gift table featured
as arch of yellow mums enewhied
wth tern with bouquets of yellow
Moms at tin hue. A bridal don
and le tlis center with whileliegibe bens mei-head.
The serving tabie was covered
at a white linen cloth to which
several Man green net bon:wets
at moans were =ached. An er-
r...mat ct miens were flannel
eD MOW elle with yellow can
A Privilege You
Can Do Without
By Abigail VOA Buren
DEAR ABBY My wife and I were married three months
ago In seven more months she is gang to have a bat, I told
my wife I want very much to be in the room with her when she
gives birth, but she says she doesn't want me in there and I
should go by the custom and wait the floor by myself I have
the doctor's peronismo d my wife doesn't object The other
reason she gives for not wanting me to watch her give birth is
that she doesn't think its right for rne to me her nude in front
of another person
Abby. I would give my right arm to witness the birth of our
first child Is my wife nght or is the wrong to deny me this
privilege' WANTS TO WATCH
DEAR WANT'S: Keep year right arm. It's year vrile's
betty. her pertermines. Ind her decielea. May .at.
DEAR ABBY I finally accepted a date with a real jerk. I
only did it because be had asked me a dozen times and I kept
saying I was busy, then he asked ME to set a date when 1
wasn't busy So I was stud. right? Now he's pestering me
again, and giving me the same routine How can I discourage
this drip without waning right out and ineaitting him' When we
dance he holds me tee claw, sings in my ear, and pants like a
dying bull When he holds my hand. my flesh crawls ROSITA
MAR MOIRTAi Ts& Ides pen Me hie "se a friend.- and
don't think he might to waste Ms time and messy se • girl who
think" of him as s ̀ linither." This ebesid noel di the meet
allberouti amigo
DEAR ABBY My wife ami I Imre recently divorced Sim
was given custody of our tees-aged daughter and she also gat
our three bedroom home
My problem is that the intends to rent the spare bedrooms
out This is all right with me as long as she rents it to a
woman' With ant the teen-age daughter mid my wile alone In
the house I think renting to a man would be risky. &set yew
agree? Besides, it wouldgbe real easy for her to move a MS
friend in lrent-freel without haviag it is bad
Haw can 1 prevent ber kern renting to a man?
NAMELESS
DEAR NAMELESS: Wars her about the risk of rendl.g to
a as. skim I'm sere it's already weariedto her Abe eat
either accept year seggestioa er reject R., but the may de es
she pleases. As for her movieg soother sue is (rest-free), the
above answer ease applies here.
DEAR ABBY Please print this for Etertie, wines husband
lives 15 minutes from work, doesn't have to be there until $
a m • but rushes out of the house at 5 a m. every morning.
[He says he just likes to "ride around "I
My husband has been riiththgout of the house from 2 to
4 o'clock every morning for 17 years lie also says he likes to
"ride around " I have no reason to doubt him, but I remind
him every 'nee is a while to piethe he earekl as be may come
home with a load of buckshot in his behind PINEHURST. GA
Everybeiey has a preelam. Where years', Fee e pregame.
reply write is fairy, am allael, Les Ampries, Cal.. WM and
earefase • elemped. gall-addromeed oroodope.
FOR AMOY'S NEW BOOKLET "SPRAT TEEN-AGERS
WANT TO !CHOW." SEND Wee TO ARMY. MIQX WM, LOS
ANGELES. CAL S.
dies in crystal holders.
The guests were served dainty
cakes with a golden fruit punch.
pproxinateb 100 guests call-
ed or sent gifts during the after-
Miss Monroe 's wedding will
be an event of November 29 at7 o'clock in the evening at the
Liberty Baptist Church, Folsom.
dais, Ky.
Personal Shower
Given In Honor
Of Bride-elect
Miss Carole Pigue and Miss
Betty Beadles were hostesses to
a personal shower Saturday af-
ternoon honoring Miss Mary
Elizabeth Mitchell, bride-elect,
at the Beadles home in Fulton.
Mrs. Stanley Beadles assisted
in entertaining.
The honoree wore a yellow-
A-line dress for the occasion.
She was presented a gift cor-
sage in yellow mums tied with
green.
Contests were played with
Mrs. Howard Powell and Mrs.
Jimmy Turbeville as winners.
They presented their prizes,
milk glass vases, to the guest
of honor
Refreshments of dip, cookies,
party sandwiches and mints
were buffet style from the din-
ing table, which was centerA
with a large arrangement of
yellow and brume chrysanthe-
mums
Miss Mitchell received a num-
ber of lovely gifts.
The guest list included the
honoree, her mother, Mrs. Vy-
ton Kitchell. Sr, the groom.
elect's stepmother, Mrs. How-
ard Powell, Miss Becky Mit-
chell, Miss Cindy Mitchell, Mrs.
Gerald Wayne Powell, Miss
Amite Bondurant. Mrs. Larry
Langford, Mrs Jerry Robert-
son, Mrs. Danny Wade, Miss
Kaye Johnson, Miss Judy Olive.
Mrs Don Irvine, Miss Cheryl
Underwood, Mrs. Jimmy This.
beville, Miss Cecelia Wright,
Miss Mae Mann, and Mrs Phil-
lip Putnam.
• • •
same i Onassis. that is I hasa smile for photographers at
Lefkas, Greece, following a
tour of the island of Medial.
 Si'
"Daddy Date" Nigh
Held By Murray
High School FH
One hundred and fourteeN
persons attended the fifth
ual "Dadds Date Night" held
by the Murray High School
damehehay.petsorservehoffmrthee7rt.neaet usoreinx on/io.cus
in the eiening at the Murray
Wommissan'sDeilhhubieHojuseoh e wee the
toastmistress for the occasion
with, Rei Stephen Mazak, Past-
or of the Immanuel Liitheran
Church, as the guest speaker
Rev Kaiak discussed t Is e
proper relationships between
father and daughter. He open-
ed by saying ''She's my daugh-
ter — protect her in a way
that shows trust as well as
concern. He said a good honse
environment is important where
joys are shared and where there
is love between mother and
father and where the daugh-
ter is loved and needed.
The speaker said each dad
should be one worthy of a
daughter's trust, and be the
kind of a father that can be
trusted and respected. He said
each dad should say "his
daughter's happiness, not Dad's,
should be his greatest concern".
Special music was by a duet
composed of Jennie Barker and
run McKee with Judy Adams r
as the accompanist. Robert Us-
rey gave the invocation.
Miss Kathy Lockhart gave
the welcome and Ray Brown-
field gave the response. The in-
troduction of the special guest.'
was by Miss Debbie Steele.
Special guests other than the
Dads were Supt. and Mrs. Fred
Schultz, Principal and Mrs. Eli
Alexander, Mr and Mrs. G. T.
Lilly, Mr and Mrs. A. B. Cram,
and the FHA Mothers, Mrs.
Victor MeGary. Mrs. Tommye
D. Taylor, and Mrs. Alois E.
Jones.
The club house was beauti-
fully decorated throughout
with arrangements in the fall
motif using the colors of yel-
/ow, red and brown. An sr-
ngement of yellow chasms-
ttsernums was used at the main
table. "A Welcome Dad" sign
was placed above the fireplace.
Miss Lyn Reagan designed the
special covers for the programs.
The committee for the oc-
casion was composed of Mary
Wells and Debbie Tabers„ ces
chairmen, Suzan KennedV;* Nita
'Atkins. Debbie Lee, Jan Thorpe,
.Sherry Smith, Susan Johnson.
Sue Ann Wade, Dianne Horns-
y,iito,Jandonna Allen, and Becky
• • •
In 1773. Poland set up Eu-
:ope's first ministry of educa-
tion
• • •
Dogs are considered color
blind and have difficulty telling
colors apart except by degree
of brightness.
• • •
Bolivia and Paraguay are the
only two countries In South
America not having an ocean
coastline.
MISS GLORIA ANNE BLANKENSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. William James Blankinship of Sheffield, Ala-bama, announce the engagement of their daughter, Gloria Anne,to Chris Legray Gingles, son of Mrs. Ralph P. Gingles of Nash-ville, Tenn., and the late Mr. Gingles.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. 0.D. Mills and Mrs. Marvin A. Blankinship and the late Mr. Blank-inship. all of Sheffield.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. HughGingles of Kirksey and the late Mr. and Mrs. Harry Salter ofMurray.
Miss Blankinship was graduated from David LipscombCollege, Nashville. where she was president of Phi Beta Lambda,business sorority, a member of Civinettes, and received the Sec-retarial Studies award. She is teaching at Gallatin Senior HighSchool in Gallatin, Tenn
Mr. Gingles is a student at David Lipscomb College wherehe is a member of Alpha Kappa Psi business fraternity. He isemployed by Cain-Sloan's in Green Hills at Nashville, Tess.The wedding will be an event of December 22.
PERSONALS
Miss Nancy Thurman is now
recuperating at her home af-
ter having undergone an ap-
pendectomy at the Murray-Cal-
loway County Hospital. She is
a junior at Murray High School
d the daughter of Mr and.%tn. Howell Thurman
S'S
Mr. and Mrs Richard Jamesand daughters. Lisa and Lori,
spent the weekend in Louis-ville with Mr. and Mrs Roy F.
Crotzer and children They
were accompanied by Mrs.
James' parents, Mr. and Mrs. B.
W. Burkeen, who remained for
a two weeks' visit with the
Crotzer family.
The Old Granary Burial
Ground on Boston's Tremont
Street contains the graves of
three signers of the Declaration
of Independence—John Han-
cock, Samuel Adams and Rob-
ert Treat Paine
• • •
Mo st Paraguayans speak
Guarani, an Indian language,
Chile Spanish is the official
longue.
• • •
; In 1600, the Iroquois Con-
lederacy had a population of
t500 persons. Today there are
!lore than 14,500 Iroquois in
w York State
Calloway County
FTA Board Meet
Is Held Thursday
Rita Farris presided over the
Calloway County Future Teach-
ers of America executive coun-
cil meeting, Thursday. Novem-
ber 7. There were six officers,
one committee member, and the
sponsor present.
The council decided to sub-
mit two written proposals for
amendments to the FrA con-
stitution to the club by Ellen
Watson and Mary Janice Mort-
on at the November meeting.
Tentative prices for the FTA
banquet meals were read by
Mrs. Obera Miller Also, it was
announced that the candy for
the first money-making project
had been ordered, and sales
would begin December 2.
The dates of the executive
council meetings throughout the
year were read by the presi-
dent. An extra evening meet-
ing will be held May 1 at which
there will be an installation
of the 1969-70 officers.
Kathy Stubblefield, vice-pres-
ident, read the program topics
that will be presented through-
out the year The council deci-ded to buy a black leather co-ver for the lectern that hadbeen previously given to them.
TRULY REVEINNT CARDS GAINING IN POPULARITY GreaterAwareness of the religious significance of Christmas is re-flected by the increasing popularity of truly reverentChrimtnias cards, according to the National Association ofGreeting Carcl.Publisherm in New York Industry sources
stirnate that more than per cent of the 3% billion Yule-tide cards mailed this yea will have religious overtones Atable trend in the tremendous growth of religious Christ-er; card sending is the appearance of many colorful designsowing cherubs or children or child-like angels, as above.
be present. •• • •
The South Murray Homemak-
ers Club will meet at the home
of Mrs. Davy Hopkins, South
12th Street, at ten a.m. A pot-
luck luncheon will be served
at the noon hour.
• • •
The Westside Homemakers
MO will meet with Mrs. Bud
Gibbs at 12:30 p. in.
• • •
The Dorothy Group of the
First Baptist Church WMS will
meet at the home of Mn. Castle
Parker at 930 a. in.
• • •
The Hazel Woman's Club
meet at the club room at seven
p. in. Hostesses will be Mrs. La-
well Key and Mrs. Charles
Knott.
• • •
The Hazel WSCS will have a
mission thirty on "Southeast
Asia" at two p. at the chit:-
ch.
• • •
The Elm Grove Baptist Chur-ch WMS will meet at the chur-
ch at 1:30 p. for visitation.• • •
Saturday, November 16
The Jack Stalcup Dance will
be held at the Calloway Cour].
ty Country Club from nine pm.
to one a.m. for adult members
and out of town guests. Corn-
mittees are composed of Messrs
and Mesdames Don Robinson,
Gingles Wallis, Henry Fulton,
John Pasco, Jim Hart, Buford
Hurt, Jack White, and Charles
Mason Baker.
• • •
Sunday, November 17
The School of World Out-
reach will be held at the First
United Methodist Church a t
6:30 p.m. Six local churches are
participating in this school.
• • •
When pursued, cottontails
follow a circular course.• • •
Adult dragonflies do not so -
\lye the winter.
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Wednesday, November 13
The Ruth Wilson and Wes-
leyan Circles of the First Unit-
ed Methodist Church WSCS
will meet at the church at 7:30
p az. Rev. Cecil Kirk will pre-
sent the program.
• • •
The University Women'
Bridge Club will meet in the
Student Union cafeteria at 7:30
p.m. Anyone interested in play-
ing call Mrs. Paul Sturm 753-
5278 after five p.m. or Mrs.
Stanford Hendrickson 753-7783
anytime
• • •
Hawaiian Luau Is
Held Saturday By
Women's Society
An Havielean Lane erlie beld
by the Murray State Unillree-
sity Women's Society oa See
utility, November 9. sis o'-
clock in the evening at the
ballroom of the Student Usage
Building.
The climax of the Ileseedea
program was the medley el
hulas danced by Misr All Pee'
salt, freshman at Murray State,
and daughter of Col. and Mew
Jack Permit of Murray. She
danced to the time of "My Lit-
tle Grass Shack" featuring hula
instruments of bamboo sticks,
The Harris Grove Homemak-i feather gourds, lava nicks, and
era Club will meet at the homa epu The Permits lived in lb
of Mrs. Clifton L. Jones at on a wHAnalsof0freaftouuredr 'ears.
Also 
e proven
p. in.
• • • was Little Mies Lisa Wait%
makers Club will meet at
The New Concord Horn who danced the hula te 
thol tImecKBereo.wnjunGialor: from Murray
tallt3rnoeneofp,ilinS3. 
Erin Montgomery Miss Jennie Barker and "Fins
• • • 1 High School, accompanied by
willThme eet atat the hoCmraeftsof CIMrsubi. soAMinssLgi.t,fluwedy.asKisssAuda";gmbsy,. manieng salve
Davy Hopkins, 223 South 12th: "The Hawaiian Waddles
Hale. also a junior at Murray
Street, at 2:30 p. m.
• • *tryThe Oaks Count  Club will High School.
Shirley Wade 753'4748 forworen neth Winters, social chidmsom.
rl
the
eve leitadiefierstat brio:roe 
a.
ncfoall
enE8ehtrancegutoese the" bedirmangreeted 'tidal"
a lei and a kiss by Mew Las-
Bring 
by Tuesday
a sack lunch if you wish and Mrs. G• 1.- 1-1117. Prelidalill
to continue playing after lunch: camilssessimonsKat:shyad N:tiridtelidaara erie sre.
Thursday, November 14 
members, 
bd:rsug. htdreeledaf intheBswaimetitfil.
• • •
The Oaks Country Club will
have its annual membership cotabstieumv.es,hicti, presiwasdedbeatatmoat the penelaw
meeting at the club at 7 30 corated in the same thetas.p in. All members are urged to
The banquet table was fp
pointed with arrangements of
flowers, fruit, and palm tress.
The same theme was aged to
the decorations throng/wet OW
ballroom.
Approximately 1811 penmen
were present for the ocessies.
Members of the decennia
committee aere Meedanses Past
1.ynn, chairman, Marvin 11100.
ther, Wayne Williams, Nereus
Lane, A. 1.. Hough, sad ale
Cowin.
Serving on the social essla
mittee were Mesdames Jaen
Mikulcik, chairman. Jeans Spam-car, co-chairman, J. C. Palm-
Ix, Charles Simons, George
Stockton, George Ligon, William
Cherry, Howard Giles, James
Frank, Maurice Chrisbapher,and Ken Harrell.
• • •
Bridal Couple Is
Honored At Dinner
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Jenkins
of Fulton had as their dinner
guests Friday night Miss Mary
Elizabeth Mitchell and Tommy
Powell, who will be married
Saturday.
Miss Mitchell was given a
white corsage of baby mums to
compliment her navy wool kat
skimmer. She also received a
gift of linens
Dinner was served in the din
ing room, the table covered
with a ping damask cloth and
centered with a bowl of vari-
colored roses and chrysanthe
MUMS.
Attending with the hosts and
honorees were their parents,Mr. and Mrs. Howard and Mrs.Vyron Mitchell, Sr., Powell, andMiss Becky Mitchell,
.2-1716............
6 am.—Country Junction
4 p.m.—Big Show—
"War Arrow- (C
Jeff Chandler,
Maureen O'Hara
10:30 p.m.—Perry Mason
POPULAR SCIENCE RAT'S
MAGNAVOX COLOR TV
- BEST! -
Try One from
LEACH'S MUSIC a TV
pis Oland Center
OPEN TILL P.M.
11:30 p.m.—
Late Show—
"Vice Squad"—
Edward G. Robinson,
Paulette Goddard
•
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• Total Of 56 Deer Taken
From Land Between Lakes
GOLDEN POND, KENTUCKY-
A total of 56 deer was taken dur-
ing a 16-day bow hunt held Octob-
er 14-31 in Land Between the Lak-
• es, the Tennessee Valley anuoun-
ced today.
Both fallow and white-tailed
deer of both sexes were legal ga-
me for the more than 1,000 hunt-
ers who participated in the hunt.
Of the 56 deer taken, 34 were
white-tailed consisting of 16 buc-
ks and 18 does. Twenty-two fallow
were bagged, 17 bucks and 5 does.
The largest white-tailed buck,• weighing 221 pounds field-dress-
ed, was taken by Billy Wyatt of
Benton, Kentucky. Bill Hendon
of Paducah, Kentucky, bagged the
largest white-tailed doe. dress-
ing out 125 pounds. EdwardShi-
ver of Owenstwo, Kentucky, ch-
ecked in a fallow buck weighing
187 pounds field-dressed; and Lee
Crutchfield of Paducah register-
ed the biggest fallow doe, weigh-
ing 117 pounds field-dressed.
The Ladies gave the men a run
for their money in Land Between
the Lakes this fall. Virginia
-Hinton of Henderson, Kentw'sy,
checked in a 275-pound (whole
weight) white-tailed buck; and a
90-pound (dressed weight) white-
tailed doe was taken by Barbara
Caudle of Livermore, Kentucky.
We feel that this has been a
most successful archery seas-
on," said Robert M. Howes, Dir-
ector of Land Between the Lakes.
"It is our hope that with the con-
tinued success of our wildlife
management program in Land
Between the Lakes and with coop-
eration of hunters in the area,
there will be an even larger har-
•
•
•
•
•
vest of deer and other wildlife in
years to come."
A two-day gun hunt for deer Is
scheduled for November 15 ladle
in Land Between the Lakes. A
total of 1,400 permits los bees
issued to the successful applic-
ants selected by a computerised
drawing held October 4. More
than 2,000 applications were re-
ceived from hunters desiring to
participate in the managed quota
gun hunt in Land Between the
Lakes will be the special area
that has been assigned to hunt-
ers using pioneer weapons.
There is no hunting on Sunday
In Land Between the Lakes.
Quinn-Olivier Ce-St.,
HOLLYWOOD ( U P I
Joining Anthony Quinn in
Rome as co-stars in "The
Shoes of the Fisherman" are
Sir Laurence Olivier and tele-
vision star David Janssen
"Coffee, Tem Or Ater"
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — The
new movie "Coffee. Tea or
Me?" will be subtitled -the
Uninhibited Memoirs of Two
Airline Stewardesses" when it
is released by 20th Century-
Fox,
Steiger Shirts
Another Mswi.
HOLLYWOOD (UPIP—Mod
Steiger completed -The Ser-
geant" for Warner Bros -Seven
Arts and will next star with his
wife, Claire Bloom, in "The
Illustrated Man" for the same
studio.
PRESIDENT-ELECT GOES TO CHURCH -Accompanied by daugh-ter Julie (left), President-elect Richard Nixon and his wifechat with Rev. John Huffman Jr.. 28-year-old minister ofthe Key Biacayne Fla .1 Presbyterian church, after seri iceic.
First Boat Bank
Waterman John Rice brings his crob-•yster sw•rk beat
alongside Chesopook• National Bank's new Boat 'n Lank
floating office to transact a NW* financial business.
• By RAYMOND WILCOVE
Ccritnil Pr as Association Correspond. at
VVEEMS, Va. The nations first boat bank, a modern inno-
vation in a rural setting, has been established here to cater to
the needs of fishermen.
Known as the "Boat 'n Bank," the branch office of the land-
based Chesapeake National Bank of Kilmarnock. Var., was
launched recently at a ceremony featuring the traditional bottle
of champagne, followed by a crab-oyster feast attended by more
than 1,000 fishermen and their families.
There are numerous waterside banks, but the "Boat 'n Bank"
is believed to be the nation's first waterborne financial institution,4 according to the American
Bankers Association and the will offer normal banking serv-
ices. Including checking and
savings accounts, loans, and
Christmas club accounts.
• • •
THE CRAFT. a blue and white
fiberglass houseboat, with a
walnut paneled interior, weighs
'-about. g,500 pounds.' - -
"We selected this type of boat
for. several reasons," said Mon-
roe. "It has a flat deck, is eas-
ily accessible from the pier, and
'draws only •13 inches of water
We made one change. We in-
stalled a teller's compartment
up forward next to the helm
The boat will eventually be air
ccndttioned and equipped with
a ship-to-shore radio.
"The first question people
ask is whether we are afraid
of being robbt ' said Monroe
"We're not worriedfrabout that
although conceivably they could
steal the bank."
However, to guard against
that contingency. the bank
kecps only. a moderate amount
of cash ;Oxnard The deposits +ire
transferred to the nearest land•
based branch often .and
advance
U.S comptroller of the curren-
The mobile bank it can go
30 males an hour is situated
on Carter's Creek. a tributary
of the Rappahannock River,
Just off Chesapeake Bay. It is
apcn- true 9 to 11 lam. ifih Mbn-
day. Wednesday and Friday on
the bank of Carter's Creek and
front- noon to 4 p m. on the
other side of the creek Monday
through Friday. The creek is
crily about a half-mile across.
but it's a roundabout seen miles
by road. A third location at
anchor in the creek will be
inaugurated in the spring.
• •
THE unique approach to cus-
tomer set-vice was conceived by
Chesapeake National's president.
• Douglas D Monroe Jr. "A great
many of our customera are
water oriented,' • he explained,
".ind V;IIII thew livelihoods as
comniercial fishermen and oys-
ter tongers We felt they need-
ed a bank close at hand. so we
took the branch to them "
• Manned by a bank officer,
teller, and guard. the branch
•
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PAOR SIX 
Permits For
October Are
Released
The building and electrical,
permits for the of Murray,
issued to City Building In-
spector and City Electrical In-
spector 1 H. Key have been
released for the month of
October.
Building permits amounted to
$62900 with the electrical per-
mits making up the rest of the
total of $694.50.
Largest building permit was
to Robert B Hoff to (-Instruct
four apartment buildings a n
North Tenth and Arvada Court,
located north of Chestnut
Street.
Following are the permits.
Building Permits
Glenn Hams, construct single
famil) dwelling. Earl Court.
Alva Thompson. construct
storage building, 305 Wood-
lawn.
B. C. Marine, add carport to
residence building, 201 North
17th Street.
McCuisIon Electric, construct
storage building. South 4th
Street.
Samuel Rosenberger, con-
struct duplex building, North
17th Street and Hamilton Ave.
Samuel Rosenberger, con-
struct duplex building, North
17th Street.
Kiroy Bury, construct duplex
building, Meadow Lane.
0 A. Robinson. construct
storage building, 1612 Kirk-
wood Drive.
Mason Evans, construct stor-
age building, 1106 Vine Street.
Robert B. Hoff. construct four
apartment buildings. Arcadi3
Court and North 10th Street.
Joe Pat Lee, construct single
family dwelling, Audubon
Drive.
Dale Campbell. construct
single family dwelling, Kirk-
wood Drive and Catalina Drive.
Marvin Harris, add carport
to residence building, 1640
01.‘e Street.
Harry J. Fenton. demolish
residence building, Keel
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MGR WINDS STAGGER NEW ENGLAND A pleasure craft is smashe•1 against the rocks at
Plymouth, Mass., as winds up to 55 miles an hour pound the coa-: Gusts of the nor'-
easter staggered New England, and rain and snow imperiled Ira . in parts of the area 'S
Road.
Electrical Permits
W. A. Lyons. single family
dwelling. Dogwood Drive East.
Hafford James. addition to
residence building, 222 South
12th Street,
W. A. Lyons, single family
dwelling. Keeneland Road.
Bruce Futrell. single family
dwelling. Story Ave.
W. A. Lyons, single family
dwelling, Dudley Drive.
Steel and Allbritten, single
family dwelling. Earl Court.
W. 13, Cole, change service
switch and cabinet in residence
building, 610 South 9th Street,
Joe Pat Lee, single family
dwelling, Audubon Drive.
/open Tops in Trucks
TOKYO (UPI) — Japan re-
places the United States in
1967 as the world's largest
maker of trucks and buses.
According to figures releasedby the automobile industry,
Japan turned out 1,443.556
trucks and buses during the
first 10 months of 1067. During
the same period the United
States produced 1 3 million
Rubber Factory
Under Construction
NEWPORT, Tenn, (UPI) —
Newport Industrial Product".
Co. is building a $4 million
manufacturing facility to pro-
duce rubber and plastic prod-
ucts. The plant will be cora-
pleted by this spring and will
produce wheel goods for such
items as lawn mowers. gait
carts and small agricultufal
equipment.
U.S. Chemical
Plant for Holland
ROTTERDAM (UPI — The
American oil comp ..zsy Gulf
Eastern Ltd., has announced
plans to build a complex of
petrochemical pla its near itsi
refinery in the E iropoort port
'area of Rotterdam. The new'
plants will produce ethylene
polyethylene and cumene.
Big Pump,
SACRAMENTO. Calif. (UPI)
— The Teehachapi Pumping
Plant of the California Water
Project will lift 110 million gal-
lons of water an hour over the
mountains into Southern Cali-
fornia when it is completed in
1971
3-D Space Window
SUNNYVALE, Calif. (UPT41-.
Ac. out-the window view of
pace familiar to orbiting aw.
:ronauts has been recreated
two small rooms at Lockheed
Missiles & Space Co.
The aerospace firm said de-
velopment of the visual simula-
tion system will enable scien-
tists to study man's ability to
pilot spacecraft and navigate
by himself in space. Scientjap
said the system will be able to,
produce a virtual image , ap-
pearing to be three dimension-
al) of other space vehicles
Cars for Bases
RIO DE JANEIRO (UPI, —
The first major steel manufac-
turing firm and the first major
auto and truck manufacturing
firm were given to Brazil by the
United States before World
War II in exchange for naval
bases along Brazil's extensiVe
coasts. The base agreemenlit
have since expired.
There are 11,000 Lions Club
members in France.
Awoja Anred Eprxecictioinugs
DIAMONDS AND SAPPHIRES form lacy tiara that LS al-
so a bracelet_ Dainty and versatile. Jewel was designed by
Georg Hornemann for Gebruder Weyersburg of Dusseldorf
By TAD ROWADY
DIAMONDS may or may
not be a girl's best friend
(depending. of course, on the
girl but they are "mighty
atoms" and mighty glamorous
Jewelry designers keep this
fact in mied when creating
lovely adornments and a gal-
axy of smashing designs
emerge such as the unique,
sparkling results unveiled to
the fashion world in the 15th
annual Diamonds-Internation•
at Awards collection.
This year, Awards were
presented to twenty - seven
jewelers from ten countries
These were chosen from 1.730
entries from twenty-eight
countries and will set the
pace in precious jewelry fash-
ion throughout the world.
Three of the new jewels are
shown here.
The large round pin of dia-
monds and gold by Sven Bol-
tenstern was designed after a
tour of the United States The
beauty of the Grand' Canyon
inspired him to create this
jewel in which plateaus of
platinum, paved with fila•
monds, rise above canyons of
yellow gold, textured to re-
semble the earth's strata The
pin doubles also as a pendant
Another versatile winning
jewel is the bracelet by Georg
Hornetnann (shown here as a
tiara). In this jewel, a plati-
num drift of diamonds rises
from a string of sapphires
When worn on the wrist, the
diamonds -blow- towards the
hand in a blaze of light
Klaus Bohnenberger. a
young designer, breaks fash-
ion precedent with his design
for a diamond ear ornament
His concept- "bejewel only
one ear, but do that lavishly'
This one does indeed With
sprigs of white gold shimmer-
ing with diamonds and cool
blue drops of sapphire. It em-
braces the entire outer edge
of the ear The other ear can
be covered with a sweep of
curls.
Each of the twenty-seven
Award jewels is as individual
and as beautiful in its own
way as the three shown here.
Each shows a reflection of the
designers personality, just as
the work of an artist does, for
designers of precious Jewelry
are after all, artists who
work in gems and metal Is-
stead of cl•vr and paints
AN ORNAMENT to bejewel one ear only but lavishly was
created by Klaus Bohnenberger of Pforzheim in shimmer
of diamonds and sapphires on burst of white gold rays
•
tiVP;N ROLTP:NsTERN of Vienna, inspired by Grand ('an-
yon. created this bold beautiful pin of diamonds and gold
The •xciting dimensional design has heights aid depths.
Public Display Turns
Out To Be Big Bust
(' NEW YORK EN — Four
young women. stripped to the
waist appeared before a shock-
ed but enthieasetie crowd in
the lobby of the Chase Man-
hattan Bank in the center of
the New York financial dastrict
Thursday.
It was the latest antic in the
Wall Street bust parade and the
first time that any of its par-
ticipants had appeared bare
breasted.
However, whether it was the
rainy weather or the compara-
tively meager measurements on
•
display, the girls failed to stir
much activity among the finan-
cial community.
The four, who identified
themselves only as Susan, 19;
Adrien, 21; Sandy, 23, and Jen-
nifer, 25, all said they meesur-
Kt 34 inches where inches
count.
They said they provided the
display "for love."
The bust craze began when a
Wall Street clerk, Francine Got-
tfried, began to draw huge
crowds while walking sweater-
clad to wark. She measured 43-
25-37.
Subsequently, a New York go-
go dancer, who measured 50-23-
36, outdistanced all opposition.
SAVE
10%
OURINGTHIS
SPECIAL 10144)'
SALE
144
Nyton Broadloom,
space-dyed for extra
crispness of multicolor
ed tweeds. cc 29
"AS $6.99
. Yd. NOV,
•
PRIVATE PARTY"
Densely tufted of Ac-
• rilon yarns For the
lig style concious ,
• WAS $9.99 $ 99
Sq. Yd. NOV.
Outside Power
TENNANT, Calif (UPI, —
Residents of this sparsely Pop-
ulated area near the Oregon-
California border received a
special Christmas present this
year — their first outside elec-
tric service.
Since the 1930s the rural
logging area of Siskiyou County
has been served by a diesel
generator
First Airmail Stamp
TURIN, Italy , UPI. — The
world's first airmail stamp was
issued in Italy May 20, 1917 for
a Turin-Rome postal flight It
was a common express mail
stamp overprinted "airmail ex-
periment
ar wick
CL
Venezuela's long
Military Rule
CARACAS, Venezuela UPI .
— In the 137 years from the
expulsion of the Spaniards in
1821 to the end of the last dic-
tatorship -- that of Gen Perez
Jimenez, ousted in 1958 -- Ven-
ezuela %VHS under military rule
continuously except for shorts."
periods amounting to 10 years
total
••••
Vintage Redwood
SAN FRANCISCO )UPI) —
Some of France's best wines
are seasoned in tanks of Cali-
fornia redwood according to
the California Redwood Associ-
ation
Buy Now and Save
on any of these great
Barwick Carpets!
Save 10% on these Fabulous new
carpets. There is a weave and color
for every room in the house, in-
cluding the kitchen and recreation
room! For Beauty,. Long Wear, and
Ease of Cleaning, you can rely on
BAR WICK CARPETING.
*FRONTIER"
The most practical
carpet for the den or
kitchen. Great colors
to choose
WAS S9.99 48
Sp. Yd. NQW
Embossed with leaf
design lush color
Acrylic fiber
WAS $9.99 $8
Sq. Yd. NOW
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE ESTIMATE
See samples of all these quality Barwick
Carpets in your home. No obligation.
753-4872
"NEW HAVEN"
Acrylic loop pile
beauty, durability
Solids and Tweeds
WAS $3 49 761
Sq Yd NOV./ 
'AMERICA HOUSES
Acrilon blend in plush
pile 17 outstanding
colors
WAS $9 49 $854
Yd .NO\i%
EASY.iTERMS
Why Wait? Carpet now
with our easy monthly
payment plans.
PLUS
These Carpet Remnants
BIG SAVINGS --- PICK YOUR SIZE
15' x 21' 8"
15' x 11'
15' x 10' 2"
15' x 8' 5"
15' x 8'
15' x 8'
12' x 16'.1"
12' x 10' 8"
12' x 10'
12' x 9' 11"
12' x 2' 5"
10' 5" x 1' 8"
6' x 10'
6' x 4' 6"
PURDOWS INC.
202 South 5th St.
" We Service What We Sell "
Murray, Kentucky
•
Phone 753-4872
•
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PAGE SEVEN
6 Carolina Ten-Year-Old
Youngest Girl Inventor
is
•
Betty Galloway holds the blocks and paper plug thatled to h•r inv•ntion of the "bubble pop"—sophisticatectversions of which may be seen in the foreground.
By JAMES N. MILLER
Central Press Assoeustion CorrespopidealGEORGETOWN, S.C. Not only is Betty Galloway, W year,old, the youngest girl inventor in the nation. But she's also tiltyoungest of her sex ever accorded a patent, according to PatentOffice records
Actually Betty became an inventor when she was only sevenAt the time she was playing in the bathtub with Caesar, herblack and white puppy.
They had just returned from a visit to the nearby InternationalPaper Company plant. There Caesar, sniffing through a pile ofdebris, grabbed in his mouth a hollow paper plug.
• 
Previoualy for several days the puppy had been cavorting inthe tub with another new plaything, a flat piece of wood he haddragged into the house.
S
V
• • •
BETTY and her pet took the paper plug and the block of woodinto the tub for their daily hour ---•
-of watching things float. Within applied for a patient for Betty.
a few minutes the young lady The application for a patient
,made a fascinating discovery, has now been approved by
She found that by fitting the
block of wood onto the paper
plug in a certain way she could
"create bubbles.••
She noticed that by rubbing
a piece of soap over the hole in
the plug and then pushing the
plug under water, a huge bubble
formed and then floated away.
Delighted and excited. Betty
decided she would make a "bub-
ble machine." Her plan, com-
pleted in a few days, was to
shape a more sophisticated kind
of plug, together with a block
of wood, into various animal
forms such as ducks, dOlphinz,
fish and many other dwellern of
the waterways.
• • •
BETTY'S father. James Gal-
loway, decided her bubble ma-
chine might be useful for en-
couraging little children to take
baths. Therefore, through a law-
yer friend In Washington. he
Patent Office and the fan,
has high hopes for the "bubt
pop," as Betty has nicknarr•
her invention.
• • •
UNDER present plans the
family will not manufacture the
toys, but will sell the rights to
toy manufacturers. The finished
' product "will be brightly colored
and will look like present-day
plastic toys made in the forms
of fishes and duck*, that are
now favorites with two-and-
three-year-old children."
Betty's father has been quoted
as saying that in the case of
other bubble-making toys, "bob-
bies may form on thin-edged
tubes, but sometimes explode
prematurely in the water. Bet-
ty's tube, on the other hand, is
thick enough to provide a flat
space on which the bubble can
Expand and explode at exactly
the time the child wants It to."
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, 11ENTUC
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PARKER'S Food YOUR DOLLAR BUYSMarket MORE!!
U.S. Choice ROUND
STEAK
U.S. Choice SIRLOIN
STEAK 89'
Field Worthmore Sliced
BACON 1-16. pkg. 49'BEEF
Fresh Ground
- 8 to lb.
PATTIES
RUMP ROAST &neje" 89?1, liNARMIN ::J14 Rolls 39a
Morton - 20-02. pies
PUMPKIN PIES
Morton - 20-02. pies
MINCE PIES
Frosty Acres _ 6-oz. cello bag
GRATED COCONUT  29'Frosty Acres - 10-oz. pkg.
BLACKEYE PEAS 2 pkgs. 49'Frosty Acres - 10-oz. pkg.
MIXED VEGETABLES _ _ 2 pkgs. 39'Frosty Acres - 8-oz. pkg.
BROCCOLI SPEARS _ _ _ _ 2 pkgs. 39'Frosty Acres - 8-oz. pkg.
FISH STICKS  29'
Lean Boneless
tuarTEW 69 ISTEAK $109LFROZEN FOOD
CRISCO
3 for 89*
 3 for 89*
SOCIAL
SECURITY
Questions and
Answers
This time of the year we get
many questions about benefits
for students. Here are a few,
with the answers.
Q — My mother, age 55, and
I receive social security bene-
fits on .my deceased fa.ther's re-
cord. There is no one else in
the family. I will be 18 next
. June, the day after I graduate
from high school, Next Sep-
tember I plan to enter a tech-
nical school to study electro-
nics. I know I will receive my
monthly social security checks
as long as I am under age 22
and a full-time student, but
what about my mother?
A — Benefits will not be
4 continued (after next May) for
:•our mother. Mother's benefits
are paid only to a woman who
has a child under age 18 or
a disabled adult child in her
care.
Q — I am receiving social
security benefits as a full-time
student on my disabled fath-
er's work record. During this
past summer vacation I work-
ed full time and earned 81,300.
Will I receive monthly bene-
fits for the full year if I work
part time now that I have re-
turned to school full time?
A — As long as your total
earnings for the calendar year
do not exceed $1680 you will
receive benefits for every
month. Should you earn over
51680, some benefits will be
G 
withheld.
Q — I am 20 years old. I re-
ceived social security benefits
on my deceased father's work
record until 1 reached age 18.
For the past 2 years I worked
full time and saved my money.
Next month 1 plan to enter a
technical school as a full-time
student Will I now be entitled
to social security benefits as a
student?
A — If the technical school
qualifies as an educational in-
stitution under the social sec-
urity law, you will be entitled
to monthly social security bene-
fits as long as you have not
married and are a full-time
student until you reach age 22,
providing you limit your earn-
ings to $1680 or less per year.
If your earnings exceed 81680
you may still be eligible for
benefits for any month that you
do not earn more than $140.
Q — When is a student nol
considered a full-time student?
A — A student is not a full-
time student when he is:
—Not in active attendance at
school or in a vacation period
between school terms;
—Being paid by an employer
while in school at the request
of that employer;
—Attending a school that
does not meet the official re-
quirements as an educational
institution.
Pamphlets explaining student
benefits are available upon re-
quest at the Social Security
District Office, 112 South
Tenth Street, Paducah, Ken-
tucky,
The Knickerbocker C 1 u
drew up the first rules govern-
ing baseball in 1845.
• • •
There are 17.000 Rotarians
In France.
• • •
The oldest public building in
United States is the adobe
Palace of the Governors, built
In 1610 In Santa Fe. N.M.• • •
Wall Street, financial hub 'of
America. got Its name from a
mud wall which Dutch Oov-
einor Peter Stuyvesant built In
1659 to keep the cows in and
the British out.
• • •
The first cog railroad In the
world opened irt 1869. Is still
operating on New- Hampshire's
6.288-foot Mt WAShington.• • •
More than 40.000 Indians
from seven different tribes
once inhabited Nebraska
lb. can
Chase & Sanborn
COFFEE
65c
U.S. Choice T-BONE
Vegetable
Shortening
3 lb. can75c
 I Lean Ground
HAMBURGER Pork -3 ibs. $1 ausa e39.:
PRODUCE
Yellow Sweet
ONIONS  3-lb. bag 19.
Fancy Yellow Ripe
BANANAS  lb. 10*
Fla, Seedless
GRAPEFRUIT  5-lb. bag 59'
Red Jonathan and Golden
APPLES 
No. 1 Red
POTATOES
Delicious
4-lb. bag 39'
10-lb. bag 39'
Armour's All-Meat
Wieners
39,Oa12-oz.pkg.
Bunny
Angel Food
CAKE 
39c
49' Value
SUNSHINE
CRISPY
CRACK-
ERS
Lb. Box
2W
HEINZ
BABY
FOOD
Strained
3 it) 2'17'
Super Va ue
Brown 'Ni Serve
ROLLS
Reg 29' Value
2 for 49c
PRIDE OF ILL.
CREAM STYLE
CORN
345
OCEAN SPRAY
Cranberry
JUICE
„t 3W
O'Sage Freestone
PEACHES_ o.2,79,-3 Ncan
 AnumuminimmO
Hunt's
CAiSUP__
LADY BY
PRUNE
JUICE
Qt 39tt
_2 14- Arloox. qj
TTAirairINE _ 3 lbs 49`
Asst. Flavor
JELL-O _ • 3-01. bxs. 290
NABISCO
RITZ
Crackers
Lb. Box
3W
D 
CUT
GL ri
BEANS
2 "3 49(Can%
GIANT
SWAN
49(t
Own Make MN,Our
PUREX
Gallon 49c
most
Cake Mix
3 FOR $1
Duncan Hines
 .grusert.,..arsvesestiftwov..tis4p0.11.....0000.."*."ielell091(14401.11,11ONSIOWIVIRrer".141"1116.. .tallgare4e
•••.-
_• •
a •
. o 0
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University School Students
Making Films For Festival
If they appear Mclaaartetere
le your clty, armed with Moil!
CIIIIII1r7S, and sometimes loaded
Own with lights, mile-length ex-
!gusto° coot, and various other
odds and ends, please be tastiest
with them. After all, these peo-
ple are completely harmless be-
cause they are students from
Murray State University School,
intent on making a film. They
ma) even be so brash as to ask
you to do a bit of acting for them.
If so, please lend a hand. Your
cooperauen will be sinc erely app-
reciated, and you will receive an
honorary pass to the student film
festival next May.
The student films may be of two
different types. The documentary
may present any visual study of
social, economic, judicial, or
governmental life of our city or
Its surroundings. The movie, oa
the otter hand, tells a comic or
s er ious story. It concentrates as
characters involved in some kind
of struggle, or conflict.
Last year MUS students start-
ed out with one very ancient, and
sometimes temperamental, 8 in-
in camera; but before the year
was finished, thanks to those
kind and trusting souls who loan-
ed their equipment to untried
bands), these same s tudents shot,
edited, and spliced one hour and
thirt‘ minutes of rather fascinat-
ing films. A Wm festival was
held at the school Last May, and
these films were screened in two
sbolvuigs to full-bouseaudiences.
II might be added that two of these
films were entered in Kodak's
ational Film Contest.
This year three new Super
cameras and a projector have
been purchased by the school,
enough film will be furnished
each student group to make at
least a four-minute film. With
the addition of this equipment
sad materials, film-making at
MLE will be hater and easier
produced, and less marred with
(ethnical error.
A film is only as good as the
action which goes on in front of
the camera, and the mind that
operates behind it. Moreover,
the student mist not only know
people, but he must understand
people, knowing something about
their reactions to certain situat-
eons. If a student does not under-
stand people, he can never succ-
essfully show people in visuals
that move others to identify with
his characters or situations
A rationale underlies film-ma-
king in the schools. By making
motion pictures with thestudents,
It allows them to slow down and
examine their intuitive process-
es of perceiving sensations and
arranging them into useful and
meaningful order. Also, when
they have utilized and otserved
the techniquts of film planning
and production, they will be bet-
ter able to see and hear in their
next movie experience. They
cannot help but grow if they are
given more of a chance to know
themselves and others in this
manner, and permit them more
PRESIDENT GOES TO CHURCH—Leaving after attending serv-
ices at the National City Christian Church, President John-
son waves through a:fain-soaked car window in Washington.
e •
• ki
THE LEDGER & TIME.
.S
STORE-SOUGHT BLOOD VESSELS The t ly tubes are man-made blood vessels which soon may a i persons sufferingfrom vascular diseases. Goodyear scientists developed themin Akron, Ohio, for medical researcher- They are fashionedof polyester velour (shown) coated with bioelectric polyure-thane rubber. They simulate functionr, of veins and arteries
MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Phromount Buys
"Coco Rights
itoL.1 V WOOD UPI —
Paramount Picture acquired
•e movie rights to the play
Coo " --- to star Katherine
Hepburn — prior to the pro-
duction of the Broadway 1113113-
.,;a: which begins rehearsals in
J
New Noss
Industry
MCFARLAND Calif .UPD
— Central California's Kern
County is challenging Portland.
Ore., and Pasadena, Calif as
the Rose capital of the world.
Parma in the Wa.sco-McFar-
land area produce 10 million
rose plants worth $35 million
yearly The roses are shipped to
all states in the union
WiDNESDAT 
Hwy, Saturn
Assowely &Aldine
CAPE KENNEDY 4UPI i --
The Saturn 5 moon rocket as-
sembly building is billed by the
Space Agency as the world's
largest structure in terms of
volume It is 525 feet tall 51$
feet wide and 716 feet long and
has a total %olume of 129.4 mil-
lion cubic fcet
APS, i•Rileg
Is Istisegh
CHEYENNE. Wy.. L L.
According to the Wyoming
Game and Fish Deiminnient
some authorities beurve Uir
natural enemies of the skunk
have learned to associate the
black and white fur with the
pungent mu sk and know
enough to leave the wood oussY
alone
ideas to share.
Mast of the student film-mak-
ers at Murray University Sch-
ool will be changing physical
settings from those which they
used last year. It is hoped that
this move will provide more var-
iety of experience for them ir
making their films. They will
riot in most cases be quarantined
just to their campus surround-
ings. They will have the range
of their entire community 93
explore. Along with this stud-
ents in the classroom at MUS
are being taught more sophietic-
ation in the use of the movie cain-
era: angle, distance, and time.
So if a group of students show
up in your locale, be kind to them.
Who knows, you may turn out to
be a star!
Incidentally, they have some
rather good Super 8 color foot-
age on the University Homecom-
ing Parade. Anyone wanting to
see it can contact Bob Alsap or
L. E. Suffill at Murray Univer-
sity School. They will be hap-
py to arrange screenings for you.
Puerto Ricans
Spreading Out
SAN JUAN. Puerto Rico
(UPI) — Most people believe
that Puerto Ricans leaving the
island go to New York. Chicago,
Souttierts California and other
large *urban centers in the
United States.
However the U S. population
census shows that there are
more than 1 million Puerto RI
cans distributed throughout al
50 states of the union.
Computer to Help Students in Selecting
College Best Suited To Their Desires
11.
Shown here is only a small fraction of stacks of books and research data, all of which have beencomputerized and now is available in a matter of seconds direct to students as well as parents.
By HARRY KLASS
Ce of trul Press ASSOCIO lion Correspondent
BOSTON - How did you go about choosing your institution of
higher education'
Ask this question of the m•,re than six million Americans now
back at their various colleges and universities, and the answer
may be something like this It took days, often weeks, writing
letters, pouring over catalogs in libraries, meeting with guidance
cdunselors and talks with parents, relatives and friends.
But all this time-consuming and often agonizing searching for
tile facts on which to base the (holes of college may soon be a
siriosity of the past
Pioneering the change is a computer and Eugene H. Wilson.
a -former high school guidance counselor, now a research asso-
ciate at Harvard University's
Graduate School of Education. Moreover not only can thisWilson's computer is at the data be printed out in a matter
heart of Interactive Learning of seconds, but a pre-college
Systems. Inc., a private corpor- student can have It to take
talon he sparked into existence home for family discussions
here, not far from Harvard_ without leaving his own 'high• • •
school.
Additionally, the computer is
now prepared to handle :about
200 -conversations" simultane-
ously with students anywhere
in the U.S Later, this number
will be increased to 2.000; and
a satellites. according to Wil-
lson, similar information may be
accessible anywhere., in the
world to foreigner.' interetted
•in U 8 education
Although years of research
THE company has computer-
isea a complete "college sug-
gesting system" which covers
every one of the more than
2.300 schools of higher educa-
tion in the United States, in-
cluding non-accredited ones.
Fiarn a storehouse of liter-
hundreds of thousands of
3•13,0i facts. a college-bound stu-
dent can obtain jui,t about all
the information desired on an7
all of the school.,
lie behind the system, its oper-
ation is essentially simple, mak-
ing use of a portable teletype
connected by telephone to the
computer at ILS headquarters
here
• • •
THE "conversation" with the
computer begins when the stu-
dent, perhaps from his school
library or guidance counselor's
office, dials the computer and
feeds it coded questions through
the teletype. as guided by a
, handbook.
The system has been operat-
ing experimentally for months
and is about .to be installed in
certain key school districts in
and around Boston,. New York
City, Baltimore, Philadelphia.
Chicago and various areas in
Michigan and New Jersey.
Initially, says Wilson, a
school's cost of using the sys-
tem may average about $5 per
year, per student, based on a
t y'p ical 1,200-student high
school, where each student may
be expected to use the computer
four times is year for an aver-
age total time of one hour With
increasing use of the system.
Wilson believes, the cost should
go down aubtitentially.
Eager Beaver
Club Meets
The Eager Beaver 4-H Club
met for its monthly meeting Thur-
sday Ocotber 24, 6:30 P. hi, at
the home of their leader Mr. &
Mrs. Frank Burkeen. Theguests
for the evening were Lynn Dunn
and Jane Scott, from the 4-H Teen
club they showed slides and told
the club about their trip to Wash-
ington, D. C., this past summer.
They earned this trip through
their 4-H work. Everyone enjoy-
ed the program very much,
The members present for this
meeting were Jimmy Burkeen,
Wanda Crutcher, Larry Crutch-
er, Christy Fellder, Cindy Garr-
ison, Owin Garrison, Danny King-
ins, Steve McCustion, Kim Puck-
ett, Pat Williams and Linda Will-
iams. Two new members also
joined Debbie Kingins and Felicia
Housden. We were pleased to
have Mrs. James Puckett the
assistant leader present, and Mr,
Glen Simms also dropped in for
a while.
After a short business meeting
refreshments and games were en-
joyed by the group. Next months
meeting will be November 14, at
Mr. & Mrs. James Pucketts ho-
me.
"Heat" Hollywood's
Monaco Entry
HOLLYWOOD 1UPI, — 'It.
The Heat of the Night" will be
Hollywood's entry in the Mon-
aco Cinema and Civilization
film symposium
"Nick the Greek"
Film Biography
HOLLYWOOD 4 U P I —
Paramount Pictures will film
•'Niek The Greek. Fabulous
King of the Gamblers" this
summer.
9th for Elvis
HOLLYWOOD UPI i—The
title of Elvis Presley's new pic-
ture, his ninth for director
Norman Taurog, is "Kiss My I
Firm but Pliant Lips."
TV Special For Astaire
HOLLYWOOD ,UPI1—Fred
Astaire will return to OW/Aston
,for his first ---seeebel in eight
years on Feb. 7 with Barrie
Chase as his dance partner.
SIGHT RESTORED Blind for
22 years. Gordon Sheppard
interrupted a 52-minute arti-
ficial human cornea trans-
plant by explaining, "I can
see. doctor! It's tender, but
I can see!" The surgeon is
Dr Bernie Zucker of Scar-
borough General Hospital in
Toronto, Ont., kna it eats
Canada's Brat au h onerH
thin. Sheppard is 49
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YES! BAII-Juk
IS Ready for Christmas!
Shop Early and SAVE
II00600660000
reo• Coupon good thru Nov. 16, 1968
FaUltlitW NA kik
6-166
U UPON i
1
MAALOX LIQUID
Non-Acid and
Non-Constipating
FULL PINT
$1.59
Limit 2
Value 77% w/couponio
teems
1111111111111
r CLIP COUPON s s • 14
AQUA NET or
MELLO MIST
HAIR SPRAY
Value 38
Coupon g. • hru
Limit 2
ea. - w/cou.
Nov. 16, 1968
59.ffliusguzgArAikansio_oul9Q9k,
Buy Now For Overseas—belivery!!
TWINE "Muet" foe rarkaira•
39r •Jue
RIBBON _ _ 113‘er 600 Feet of I or1 11,0000
BOWS 25 Ie /Dor Hag
Ii. Value
28
56
Par/fated
To •••• iou NII•re!TAGS, CARDS, SEALS _ 5.1._
CHRISTMAS PAPER 69*
Si 19 V•lue
SAVE ON . . . Ornaments, Plastic
or Glass - Noma Light Sets, Indoor,
Outdoor - Novelty Items!
IS
II
II
II
II
i
Alka-Seltzer trearigo's••
for quick relief of 25
upset stomach, acid Tablets
indigestion, headache! 3101% 69e Value
SHOP SAV-RITE FOR B-I-G SAV-
INGS ON HER FAVORITE
APPLIANCE by
Sunbeam Toasters, Mixers, Hair -
Dryers, Teflon Electric Skillets,
Steam and Spray Irons
Lady Sunbeam Flair
HAIR DRYER
• 4-PositIon Heat Control
• Molded Plastic Case
so easy to carry
'12.88
Any woman would appreciate this lightweight,
easy to carry hair dryer! Large size cap and col-
lapsible hose store inside case. Ch ice of colors
Holds Any Item in
Layaway for Christmas!
Compare Say-Rite's Low, Low
Prices on POLAROID FILM!
:.- 20 SWINGER FILM
$2 10
3alue 
s1.48
It 47 or # 107
POLAROID FILM
55.55
$V.'.. 1.98
108 POLAROID
FILM 35.39 sq eig
Yalu. ••••••••••
# 48 POLAROID
111-31 $3.69
Let Say-Rite Save You Money onFILM DEVELOPING
FREE',
IT'S THAT TIME OF YEAR!
• 1" •
and your Christmas packages
will take on an extra glow when you use
gift trims from Say-Rite!
See Our Large Selection
of CHRISTMA
CARDS
YOUR CHOICE 1/2 Price
SAVE ON THE LARGEST SELECTION OF MEN'S
GIFT SETS IN THE AREA CHOOSE . .
OLD SPICE - JADE EAST - UM KARATE'
— JUST RECEIVED!! •••.
RIG NEW SHIPMENT OF COLOGNE & PERFUME
Big New Shipment of Cologne and Perfume!
My Sin - Chantilly - Ambush - Coty
All At Reduced Prices!
FRESH, AND WAITING FOR YOU!
WALNUTS - PECANS - MIXED
NUTS - SHELL PEANUTS
I and 2 Pound Bags
Includes Super
GL-70
TOOTHBRUSH with Family Size
Super Action GL-EEM
$1.0566e
Value
Mk 4:Ni-01r4
:v.favi •To
41 " OD-2.4111. '
* PPRACHS U...10-4P1
adi
'CHRISTMAS
•
CANDIjj
STORE HOURS:
Mon.-Sat, 8:30-5:00
Fridays 830-800
•2
alma
,TOTIL °WWII alTERS
Shop for your
favorite candy a
Say-Rite . . .
BRACH'S,
guaranteed
to be fresh!
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4th & Maple
East Side Of Square
EVERY DAY Is SAVINGS (On Everything) at SAV-RITE!ze.73
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ft TAXES A MAL MUNK Of FEMALE le get a leer trona m stonenon, and that's just what seems to be happentrog here asSpanlah-COittirrled Raquel Welch gets to the premiere ofMe new picture "Lady in cement" hi Hollywood, Cant
THE LEDGES & TINES INUEIRAY.
Income Tax
Questions Kid
Answers
Tamps rerlf est YE
KENTUCKY
estemo ed wee Was and
am were m federal tax matters is
provided by the local office of the,
U. E. Internal Revenue Service
lee is puttIshed as a public ser-
vice to taxpayers. The column
answers questinas must frequent-
ly asked by taxpayers.
Q-1Iflien my return was sedited,
your examiner said I owed $50
more in tax. I (kon't agree. Is
there any way I can protest this
assessment without getting in-
volved with legal fees and so
fore?
A-Yes, you may request a dis-
trict conference at which you can
present your side of the dispute
to an impartial third party. It
Is not necessary to lodge a formal
protest to obtain a conference
or to engage legal counsel.
Procedures for requesting a
conference are outlined in a let-
ter you will receive from IRS
setting brill Vie results of the
examinants of your return.
Q.. I SW leek a job which requir-
e, MS soewa Deaf travetiag. For
tea piemiese via I kers to keep
tract of to, Itail)” I Vend oaths
gtititioei fee covioY-11111V 414eillet and your
duet oat ev.etaidl
these 0.4emes yet Oil not have '
/Oar UM Plasm.
Employees who are oot reim-
bursed for their business treed
CU6 LS should keep records of
they spend and claim a businiall
expense deduction for them when
Die) file their income tax returns.
For details on record keeping,
send a post card to your district'
director. Ask for Publication
463, Rules for Deducting Travel,
ratertainnient and Gift Expenses.
Q-I give my maid money for her
bus fare. Do I have to pay social
security tax on this as well as
her wages?
A-Yes. The Social Security tax
applies to the total amount of
cash paid to a household em-
ployee for wages and transpor-
tation. The value of any bus
tokens or meals or other non-
cash items you provide is not
covered by this tax. However,
if cash if given in lieu of these
items it constitutes wages.
Tax payments for the July,
August, September quarter are
due October 31. Any person who
paid $50 or more cash wages in
a quarter to an employee for
household services (cleaning, ga-
rdening, etc.) must file and pay
this tax using Form 942.
Q-My father is going into a rest
home. Can we still claim him
as a dependent even though he
so Sager lives will on?
A-Yes, a close relative does not
have to be a member of your
bemebold to qualify as a depend-
ent.
• • •
More than WO Varieties of
plants previa food or cover
for admits In Wyoming's Red
tewiss Ded
fkor, Tee
Hlei.LEVILLE Tex f uPI —
Orate Kos Err., father of theNew Yffrk Giant- fullback, wasa baseball star as well as a
Unisersay of Texas gridiron
standout The elder Koy set a
maiffr league baseball record
that !aa,ttever been broken. In1938 Koy an outfielder, hit a
home run in his very first
major league baseball at-bat
for thf. old Brooklyn Dodgers.
NIXON HIMSELF couldn't look
happier over the election
than Herb Klein. his press
secretary, shown meeting
with reporters in New York.
Herb Klein's name likely
will become a household
word along with Spiro T
Agnew's in years to i.orne.
•
•
NEW FROM KRAFT—Teez Dip made with
fresh sour cream in four zingy flavors.
WEDNESDAY —NOVEMBER_  13. 1960
NIXON PLOT The three Yemenis arrested in a plot to kW President-elect Nixon areshown in custody in New York. They are 43-year-old Ahmad Namer (right, with police-man( and two sons, Abdo, 19, and (middle( Hussein. 20. They're held in $100,000 bail each.
The California grizzly bear
appearing on the state flag and
sea was extinct before it for-
mally became the state's ani-
mal in 1953.
Remember—It's the Total
on the Tape that Counts
The second most valuable
export of the islands of Micro-
nesia is scrap metal, left over
from World War II. Number
one is copra.
Four presidents—Van Buren.
Clei.eland. Theodore Roosevelt
and Franklin D. Roosevelt —
had been governors of New
York.
-Chuck
RoastU.S. CHOICE
lb. 490
U.S. CHOICE
SWISS
Steak
69C_lb.
Chuck BONELESS
'toastU.S. CHOICE
lb. 69t
Grade "A" Hen
TURKEY
8 to 12 lb.
lb. 43t
BACON
Armour Star No.1
lb. 59t
Salad Dressing
mi d
whim
49C-Qt. Jar
Happy Vale
Nol Can
Pink
Salmon
69C
IGA -
Twin Bag
Potato
Chios
39C
Orange
Juice
IGA Sweetened 390
460z. Can
Kellogg's
13 Or. Box
IGA - Tall Can
Evaporated
Milk
3 / 49C 
Rice Marshmallows
KraftKrispies 10 1'2 Oz. Pkg.
45c 2/49C 
Pie Shells:
Pet Ritz I
IGA - 24
Oz. Bottle
Cooking
ON
49C - Pkg. of 2 29C
Cookies Veg. soto IGA Light
Keebler - Lg. Variety
Buts
331.00 2129c 61990 
CARROTS BANANAS
Fresh - 1# Cello Bag
2119C
Campbells
Grapes 19'
hr.e,
Tomatoes
29'
Ripe Yellow
dIO
Open 24 Hours Daily - - Closed Sunday
WE SELL TRAVELLERS EXPRESS MONEY ORDERS
WE We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
— Prices In This Ad Good Through Tuesday November 19, 1968.
OF
4
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CUBA A THORN
TNE IDE OF
DEMOCRACY IN
LATIN AMMEICA 
PAO' TUL
INS LIIDG111 lk TIME 
SOME NIXON PROBLEMS IN THE FOREIGN FIELDS
on NAM° AND clew
NORTH ROMA HANDS
WANTS SAO(
RYUKYU rStANDS---
_Z US. WIWI BASE
ON OKINAWA
140W TO STOP
1141 WAR N
VIETNAM
LIKE WANTING TO EASE
14. IASI-weft RELATIONS
INCLUDING RESUMING
NUCLEAR IAN PARLEYS
SWEDEN HARBORS
MORE THAN IOC
GI DESERTERS
BRUSSELS NATO
NERDS IWL W AIMING
PEACE CORPS
UNINfLCOME
IN PARTS Of
SOUTH AMERICA
AND AFRICA
U.S., SOVIET
INVOLVED IN
ISRAEL- ARAB
IMPASSE
71D Train accidents were multiplyuig- in 1868 to such an extent that re-
ports of derailments, collisiens, bridge col-
lapses, and other mishaps were being head-
lined tat in the New York Times1 -RAIL-
ROAD BUTCHERY." Force was given re-
placement of wrought-iron rails and bridges
with steel, and to adoption of such safety
aids as George Westinghouse's pneumatic
brake.
Westinghouse. a farmboy in Schoharie
County, N Y, who carried his inventive in-
stincts to Union College for an engineering
education, produced while an under-
graduate a labor-saving device for re-
placement of derailed cars upon
tracks. The same year. 1865. a wreck
at Troy. N.Y., started him thinking
of a braking system controlled from
the locomotive The common method
then of stopping trains was to set
crude brakes by manual and pedal ac-
tion—obviously too slow and unre-
liable in cases of emergency.
He experimented with steam before
a newspaper story about compressed-
air boring machines directed his at-
tention to that agent. Demonstra-
tions on trains he equipped experi-
mentally brought orders in 1868 from
Western railroads. He obtained a pat-
ent in 1869, when 23 years old, and
organized the Westinghouse Air
Brake Co. to manufacture this and
other safety devices his experiments
had inspired. A subsequent automatic
"block signal" system was genesis of
Westinghouse Electric Company
CLARK KINNAIRD
1;1 Body of a woman victim of disaster on
Pennsylvania R.R. near Mill Creek, Pa., in
1868. A contemporary engraving reproduced
In a new pictorial history, -"Train Wrecks,"by Robert C. Reed (Superior Publishing Co.).This V1 As caused by a derailment. Overturned
heating-stoves scattered list' coals through
000den coaches and made the eireckage an
Inferno. In a similar accident the previous
December, on Lake Shore R.R., near Angola,.
N.Y., forty passengers were burned alive.
Land
Transfers
R. Ei R. Development Company,
Inc., to Jerry Roberts and Linda
Roberts, lot in Canterbury Esta-
tes Subdivision.
R. & R. Development Company,
line., to Jerry Roberts and Dan
Poyner, lot in Canterbury Esta-
tes Subdivision.
Larry D. Parks and Brenda C.
Parks to Max Boyd and Robert
Hooks; lot in Panorama Shores.
Zilpha May Caldwell of Hazel
to William C. Rowland and Della
K. Rowland of Louisville; 100
acres in Calloway County.
Edgar Morris to Bunn Swann
and Ophy Svrann; property on
Highway 94.
t RRAY. KENTUCKY 
Podgorlit; Greets
President-Elect
Richard Nixon
MOSCOW WO Soviet Pres-
ident Nikolai Podgorny today
lcongratulated Richard M. Nixon
on his election victory and ex-
pressed hope for "further de-
velopment of relations" be-
tween the two countries.
"We wish you fruitful work
in this high pod," Podgorny
said in a elegram to the Pres-
ident-elect. "We should like to
hope that the period to come
would see the further develop-
ment of relations between the
U. S. S. R. and the U. S. A. in
the interest of the Soviet and
American peoples, in the inter-
est of strengthening world
peace."
The text of Podgorny's tel
gram was distributed by the of
final news agency Tess.
ail lots, Raymond E. Carner and
Ruth C. Carner of Marion, Ky.,
one lot; Vernon L. Biggs and Su-
sie W. Biggs of Nashville, Tenn.,
one lot; Charles M. Phillips and
Margaret Phillips of Clarksville,
Tenn., two lots; Bernice Howatt
of Harvey, Ill., two lots; Paul I.
Roberts of Memphis, Tenn., two
lots; Frank Kuenzie and Edith
Kuenzie of Florissane, Mo., one
lot.
W—
WIDNICSDAY —NOV EMBER 13. 196k
NIXON'S FIRST APPOINTEE Miss Rose Mary Woods of Se-
bring, Ohio, smiles at Key Biscayne, Fla., where she became
President-elect Nixon'§ first appointee, his personal secre-
tary To nobody's surprise, because she's had job since 1951.
Gene Steely, Doris Steely, Max
11, Sykes, and Joanna Sykes to
Burnley B. Hook, Jr., and Peggy
J. Hook; lot in Gatesborough Es-
tates Subdivision,
Jessie D. Futrell to Ronald
James Gardner and Penelope Ga-
rdner; property on Old Concord
Road.
Smithwood Development Cor  
•., Inc., to James Lawhorn and
Frances Lawhorn of Danville,
two,. lots, Kenneth S tephee
Szymaaski of Chicago, Ill., four
lots; Haven W. Newell and Myrtle
J. Newell of Georgetown,
TRANSITIONISTS—Getting the administration transition underway at this meeting in the
White House are (from left William Hopkins, executive assistant to President Johnson;
William Blackburn. another presidential aide; Charles Murphy. special presidential coun-
sel on the transition: and Franklin Lincoln and William Harman, both connected with
President-elect Richard Nixon's law firm.
Riley Hockey
Long-Timer
PITTSBURGH UPI —Jack
Riley, eeneral manager of the
Pittsburgh Penguins of the
National Hockey League. was,
first signed to a pro contract
by the New York Rangers In
1940.
p 
Now own
oet
with the
gift of gab!
'Imported under
now U. S. Public Health
Regulations
e Bee-Bee miniature
porrots ... just 61/2
inches long
'Bright green
tropical plumage
'Con be trained
to talk
*Make friends fast
*Easy to care for
▪ Just
$888
BUY YOUR BEE-BEE
HARTZ MOUNTAIN°
POLLY FOOD AND TREATS;
KUHNS
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
PEOPLES BANK
AND
BANK OF MURRAY
Invite You To
BANK FRIDAY EVENINGS
3:30 6 : 00
Your Volkswagen dealer proudly presentsused cars that aren't "just like new."
There are enough guys pushing "just like new
used cars these days.
So it should be refreshing to learn that were
pushing something a little different. Used carswithout the fast talk. Used cars with nothing but awritten guarantee to speak for them.
And it says a lot. Because all the major workingports ore covered 100%.
We guarantee to repair or reploce the engine,
• •04.020•4141.6 Of 4.••••......
transmission, rear axle, front axle assemblies, brokesystem, electrical system, for 30 days or 1000 miles,whichever comes first, for absolutely nothing.
We've already fixed what needed fixing dur-ing the inspection our trade-ins have to pass toget the guarantee in the first place.
So we can afford to be so sure of our used cars.They're more like new than one of those "justlike neat" jobs.
CARR01.1.
VOLKSWAGEN
Chestnut Street Murray, Kentucky
•
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FOR SALO
RABBITS--Live or dressed-cut,
and packaged. See Howard
Bucy at The Highland Oaks!
Rabbit Farm, 5 miles north of
Murray near Almo Heights.
Call 753-1861. N-22-NC
THREE-BEDROOM 1967 trailer.
Call 436-5847. N-16-C
• ALLIS CHALMERS W. D 45
tractor. 10' wheel disc and
three 14" plows. Excellent con-
dition. Phone 753-6469. N-13-P
FLUFFY soft and bright as new.
Zhat's what cleaning rugs will
do when you use Blue Lustre!
Rent electric shampooer $1
FOR RENT
5-ROOM HOUSE, electric heat,
running hot and cold water with
bath. Newly decorated. Call
James R. Hamilton 753-4516.
N-14-C
2-BEDROOM HOUSE on 13th
and Story Avenue. Gas heat, air-
oonditioned, living room rug and
curtains. Reference required.
Phone 753-3018. N-16-C
MOBILE HOME on large lot,
10 x 50'. Electric heat, 1963
model, 2 miles east of Murray
on Highway 280. Phone 753-
6231. N-16-P
5-ROOM HOUSE on corner of
7th and Vine. Newly decoratedWesteni Auto Store. N-16-C 
20th Street, one of Murray's
prettiest. Two baths, large liv-
ing room, family room, 2-car
garage and beautifully land-
scaped lawn.
FOUR-BEDROOM, large living
room, 2 baths, worlds of closets,
all carpet except tile in family
room and kitchen. Back yard
has cyclone fence. On Loche
Lomond Drive.
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick ve-
neer, could be bought with 4
N.15.1) acres of land or just house and
ter 4:00 p m. tot. Five miles south on HWY
IF YOU ARE looking for a
house with a little land, we
have a beauty, one mile out
Mayfield Highway. Two acres
with this fine home.
REAL NICE 3-bedroom brick
veneer on 7 acres of land, 5
miles north of Murray on black
top.
GIVE US A CALL on any of
the following houses. There
must be one to please you.
REDECORATED 3 bedroom
brick veneer at 1617 Miller
Ave.
NEW 3-bedroom brick veneer
In Meadow Green Acres
NEW 3-bedroom brick veneer
at 1702 Keeneland Drive.
3-BEDROOM brick veneer on
South 13th Street.
3-BEDROOM brick veneer on
1609 Belmonte Drive.
'9-BEDROOM frame on North
18th Street.
3-BEDROOM brick veneer at
1509 Belmonte Drive.
3-BEDROOM brick veneer on
Peggy Ann Drive.
3-BEDROOM brick veneer on
Kirkwood. So. of Glendale Road.
3-BEDROOM brick veneer on
Wiswell Road and 18th Street.
3-BEDROOM brick veneer on
Magnolia Drive. Large lot.
BEAUTIFUL 3-bedroom on So.
12th. Brick veneer, pretty lawn.
WE HAVE one of the best
farms in Calloway County. Good
brick veneer house, stock barn.
tobacco barn, plenty of out-
buildings. All under good fence.
Good corn and tobacco base,
120 acres 100 acres of good
'crop Land
100 ACRE FARM with brick
home, has full basement, milk
barn. All good land. One mile
east of Kirksey. Known as the
Wavel Beaman farm.
43 ACRES on Whiskey Ridge
Road 38 acres of this farm is
real good crop land. Priced to
sell at $7,500.00. No buildings.
120 ACRES, one mile east of
Dexter. This farm is priced to
sell. Come by and take a look.
MANY OTHER smaller farms
over the county.
FOR ANY and all real estate
financing, see us. We make
FHA, VA, conventional and
farm loins. Also commercial.
WE HAVE 3 lake cottages and
all kinds of lake lots. Some wa-
ter front, some lake view.
SPANN Sr WILSON INS..
and Real Estate P. 0. Box 522,
Phone 753.323. Realtors, Guy
Spann, Wayne Wilson; Brokers,
Edna Knight, Onex Ray; Sales-
man, Charles McDaniel. N-15-C
THE LEDGER & TIKES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY
REAL !STAIR FOR SAL,
BRICK HOUSE; three bedrooms,
two baths, custom draperies
and rarPtt throughout. $36,-
900, Call 753-8787 for appoint-
ment. TFC
4-BEDROOM BRICK house, 3
full baths, marble foyer, fully
carpeted, chain link fenced back
yard. Possession with deed. Lo-
cated across from Robertson
School. Phone 753-5925. TFC
ne 753-2818 or 753-3690.RUGS a sight? Company corn- N-14-Cfr ing? Clean them right with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric sham-
pooer $1. Tidwell's Paint Store.
N-16-C
USED BATH ROOM fixtures,
tub, commode and lavatory.
Phone 753-8119 or 753-6209.
N-13-P
GOOD UPRIGHT practice piano,
$100.00. 1953 Plymouth, $40.00.
Women's bowling ball and bag,
$20.00. Call 753-2387 after 4-30
p. in. N-14-C
CHIHUAHUA puppies, AKC re-
gistered, 8 weeks old. Phone
753-6983. N-14-C
PROFESSIONAL Slingerland
Drum Set, with black oyster
pearl finish. Just like new. Car-
rying cases, cymbals and all
•other accessories included. Also
have marching snare drum
stand and carrying case. Phone
753-6852. N-14-P
WHITE TOY POODLE, AKC re-
gistered, 6 weeks old. Phone
753-7850 from 8:00 a. m.
5:00 p. in. N-14-C
PEKINGESE PUPPIES, AKC re-
gistered. Phone 753-5918.
• H-N-14-C
TWO SETTER females, 4 and
5 years, trained, two broke tt
gun and well started. Youns
dogs Three Champion Riposte
puppies, 4 months. All bred in
the Purple. Greene 0. Wilson,
753-3536. N-14-C
USED 28 FT Cabin Cruiser,
sleeps 6, front and rear deck, MAC & ANN'S Truck Stop Cafe,diV-8 engine, trailer included. 641 south. Specializing in Ky.Phone 753-8425. N-18-P Lake Catfish and hot beans
435-5502 any H-1TC
N-14-C "BELTOND factory fresh hear-
ing aid batteries for all make
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
If-1TC
TWO-BEDROOM house, partly
furnished or unfurnished. Col-
lege Students accepted. Phone
753-6012 or 753-2486. N-14-C
TWO-BEDROOM unfurnished
house with full basement. Call
753-4808 after five p. m. N-14-P
5-ROOM house, available now.
Electric heat, unfurnished. Stu-
dents only. Phone 753-2927 af-
NOTICE
PIANOS! 4 out of 5 families
find what they want at Reed
Music-Benton 527-8955. Offi
Highway 58, Barns Grocery.
Used Console; Univ. Trade,'
Baby Grand. N-14-C
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser-
vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176.
Lynnville, Ky. 11-14-16-C
POULAN CHAIN SAWS, 13 mo-
dels, starting at $129.95. Sales
and service available at Sea-
fords Lawn and Garden Equip-
ment, Route 1, Benton. Phone
437-5312 or Waldrops Saw and
Lock Shop in Muer,ay. N-19-C
HOLIDAY GREETING Cards;
with or without name imprint-
ed. Come in and order now to
allow ample time for delivery
and mailing before the holi-
days. Ledger lk Times Office
Supply Department. N-16-NC
SHOTGUNS. Call
afternoon.
USED REFRIGERATOR, $2,600.
Call 753-6434. N-15-C
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS GIFT-
Murray Wornsuee. Club cook-
books and Esellintiry scenic
placemats Call 436-2345 or 753-
W4498 for information. D-18-C
I WELL NOT be responsible for
any debts other than my own
after this date. James Allen
Turner. N-15-C
 BETTY HERALD is now em-SMALL SERVEL refrigerator ployed at the Fashion BeautyIn good condition. Standard in. Salon on 104 North 10th, Mon.side door. Call 753-3668. N-15-C day through Friday. Mrs. Her-
ald is a licensed beautician and
has been employed in Owens-
boro for the past three years.
For appointment phone 753-
5888. N-19-C
SORVICIS OFFORID
WANTED: Small home repair
jobs. Experienced in home main-
tenance. Appliance and elec-
Strical service. Phone 753-6539
between 8:00 a. in. and 12
noon. N-13-C
THIRTY YEARS of Demolition
Experience. Let us take down
your old building. No job to
small or to large. Contact, John
Waddell, Paris, Tenn., 1-901-842-
4798. N-14P
.FOR YOUR ALTERATIONS and'
OtEPAIBS or REMODELING.
,FREE estimates. Call 753-6123
or 435-4651. Dec.-17-C
WANTED TO RENT
WANTED to rent, house or
trailer for next semester, 2 men.
Call 762-4687. N-14-P
WANTED: Garage for one or
more cars. Phone 753-7317 or
#53-9064. TFC
HELP WANTED
DO YOU need extra money?
Earn $50.00 for 10 hours, part
time. We need ladies to help
through Christmas season. Call
762-4783 after 5:00 p. in.
N-15-C
RADIO AND T. V. Service man
wanted. Top pay and good work-
ing conditions for right man.
Please answer, giving age, mari-
tal status and employment re-
cord to P. 0. Box 32- M, c/o
Ledger & Times, Murray, Ky.
N-14-C
WOMAN to do light house work
once a week. Phone 436-2227
after 5:00 p. in. N-14-C
Last "Walkover'
MEDIA. Pa. 4UPD - The
last -walkover" in racing oc-
curred in the H.P. Stewart Me-
morial Challenge Cup at near-
by Rose Tree meeting on Oct.
13, 1962. when Appointed Hour
was the only starter.
Raecoons are excellent
climbers and spend the day-
11L!ht hours sleeping in trees.
Douglas Was Wrestler
ST. LAWRENCE, N.Y. (UPI)
-Movie star Kirk Dougles was
an undefeated wrestler at Eft.
Lawrence College.
Reward for Lost Play
HOLLYWOOD ( UPI )-Pro-i
ducer Hillard Elkins has offered
a $1,000 reeard for informa-
tion leading to the lost, un-
produced play written by Kai
Sir Wilhelm II
Was NEW PIANO SALE Now
$715.00 FRENCH PROVINCIAL CONSOLE $550.00
$694.50 EARLY AMERICAN CONSOLE _ $540.00
WALNUT SPINET PIANO   $440.00
Above prices include bench, tax, delivery
and one Free Tuning.
LEACH'S MUSIC
Chestnut Street Phone 753-7575
N14C
C I TTON CLUB
DANCE TO THE MUSIC OF ...
THE MEN-SAY-SHUNS
POPULAR RECORDING ARTISTS
FEATURING VOCALIST RRIN MURRAY -
Every Wednesday Night
8 Iasi Mg November 13. 1968 - From It 00 to 12:00 p.m.
Everyone Cordially Invited
WE HAVE THE Judge Hall Mc-
Cuistion home on South 0th
Street. This is a beautiful home.
Has full basement and large lot.
FOUR-BF-DROOM, on North
CARD OF THANKS
The family of the late Fisher
Littleton would like to thank
all of our friends and relatives
for the beautiful flowers, and
food donations. Also Bro. At-
kins and the Miller Funeral
Home for their consoling words
and kindness during the time of
our srrow.
T. B. and Mae,
Pars-in and Mary
Good Day
DES MOINES. Iowa (UPI)
--Darwin Oonnerman of South
Dakota State had his best day
of the 1967 football season
against Drake University of
Des Moines.
The Adrian. Minn. fullback
lost 18 yards his first carry of
the game but rebounded to
gain a net of 224 yards for the
a fternoon.
CROSSWORDPUZZLE Answert"est."1"*1114
1 Skill
4 Ship channels
8 Frolic
12 Unit of
Portuguese
currency
13 Ireland
14-Evaluate
15-Emniet
16-Compositions
18-Highways
20-Century plant
21-Compass point
22-Possess ire
pronoun
23-Soft drink
27-Bitter vetch
29-Race of lettuce
30-Chemical
compound
31-A state (abbr.)
32-Hurried
33-Dance step
34 Compass point
35 Dogwood
.37 Speck
38-Greek letter
39 Dispatched
40-Old timer
(colloo )
41 Three-toed sloth
42-Seed coating
44-Bar legally
47 Wood fragments
Si Hasten
52-Ireland
53-Solar disk
54 Worm
55 Pedal digits
56.Unaspirated
57-Soak
ACROSS 4-Obtains
5-Ventilate
6-Handles
- 7 Fur bearing
mammals
8-Clergymen
9,Spanish plural
article
10-Devoured
11-Affirmative
17-Preposition
19-Prefix: down
22.Electrtfied
particle
24- E1C lamation
25-Depression
26-Region
27-God of love
28-Ascend
29-Vehicle
30-Dine
DOWN
1-Sandarac tree
2-City in Nevada
3-Powerful
Demons
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32 Keeps
33-Vessel
36 Preposition
37-Strike out
38-Coniunction
40-Essential
41-Corhunction
43 Registered nurse
(ebb' )
13
44-Slave
45-River in Franca
46-Nuisance
47-Place
48-In favor of
49-Falsehood
50-King Arthur's
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WO PER EXPLOSION Hippie Charles M. Kirby, 18, slouches in detention in San Fran-
cisco after being arrested on a street corner while offering that military C-2 explosive
(left) for sale at 5500 a block. He carried a satchel containing 17 blocks of it.
ASTRONAUT BELIEVES U.S. IN FRONT Appearing on a nationally televised program, Apollo7 astronaut Walter Cunningham (right) says the Russians "are looking at the handwrit-ing on the wall and it is looking like they are not number one." With him are fellowApollo 7 astronauts Walter Schir ra I left I and Donn Eisele
Peanuts®
PEANUTS
NOW, LOOK HERE..
qOU'RE SUPPOSE
To BE OUR
WATCH Doe)...
41111111111L00
eee'elw..-Z.11'..:---.111 1.'111"411111bw..'11"..76111k
Nancy
THIS IS MY
WORST REPORT
CARD IN TWO
YEARS 
- 5 C./ Ae..• It_ L.6.2_
by Charles M. Schulz
by Ernie Bushmiller
Abbie 'N Slats
(J NT ROWENA
AWAKE YET, AUNT
ABBIE
SHE MUST'VE BEEN UP WITH
THE SUN, KIT. LEFT THIS NOTE:
"DEAR SISTER.., I'M TAKING
DADDY'S STOCK CERTIFI-
CATE TO A SPECIAL FRAMER
IN THE CITY. WON'T $E
BACK UNTIL
TOMORROW...
ur Abner
-Tor -
INSURANCE & REAL
ESTATE & MORTGAG
LOANS
See...
SPANN IL WILSON
205 S. 4th Murray, Ky.
E MUST GET
MARRIED
DEFoRE
THE
RACE!!
WHY DO YOU
KEEP STARING
AT THE NOTE,
AUNT ABB* Z
SOMETHING
STRANGE ABOUT
IT, KIT... CAN'T
QUITE PUT MY
FINGER OW IT..,
R. Van Buren
/- 5110" 714uFF!! `
(SAM 15 TI-I' NAME-AN'
N 
MASW/114' IS MAN
x CaoNE!!
,iet
'1 /3
OH,VOU DEAR,OBESE,
ROMANTIC FOOL Pr--
`/OU WERE GOIWG
TO KILL >10uRSELF
I DIDN'T SAI
"VICS"ll
by Al Capp
--2i7sSTILL
A GOOD
IDE4.0:!=-)
51,
44
-
44114
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SEEN I HEARD . . .
Kaatinuad From Paw 1)
went to the door leaned out,
snorted in the frigid air, then
high uuled it for the back of
the house She wanted no part
of it
Fin. parade Ind on by the lo-
cal Legion post Three volleys
fired ir honor of the dead of
all wars Oalloway has done its
part to protect America.
All the post-mortems on t
election show that any mans!
opinion ts as good as the next
one
Ryan Milk Company sent out a
little booklet with various and
sundr) facts about cows and
First cows came over to Jarnewl
town Colony in 1611 Wonder
what the Indians thought of
them ;
The first milk bottle was in-;
vented by Dr Harvey D
cher. Potsdam. New York. Wish:
we had one of than.
In ISM an automatic bottle fil-
ler and capper was patented_
In 1933 fluid milk was included
the Army ration
Market Report
Federal State Market News
Service 111368 Kentucky Pur
chase Area Hog Market Rep irt
Includes 9 Buying Stations.
Receipts 850 Head, Barrows and
Gilts 25r Higher. Sows. Stead)
US 2-3 190-240 lbs 816.50-17 75
Few 1.2 $18.25
US 2-4 200 240 lbs $16 50-17 75.
US 2-4 2.30-260 lbs $16 DO 16 75.
US 3-4 250 280 lbs $16 50-16 00.
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 81450-15.50;
US 1-3 300 500 lbs $13 50 14 50:
US 2-3 450-600 lbs $1300 13 50.
Wicimark in
"Adding' Machine
HOLLYWOOD(UP! -
Richard Widmark will star In
Universal's -The Adding Ma-
chine" based on Elmer Ftice's
prize winning play
"Sound of Music"
Biggest Grosser
HOLLYWOOD ;UP! -
-The Sound of Music" broke
all previous boxofnce records
for motion pictures at the end
of 1967 when it grossed more
than $105 million
W. C. Reich'
Movies Return
HOLLYWOOD ;UPI)-Unl-
versal will release two W.C.
Fields classics, first shown be-
tween 1939 and 1541, through-
If we over get killed we hope out the country - "The Bank
that it is done in a non-violeH eDIrcank" E.ariedn"BNreevaekr Give A Suck-
manner.
Sabres of people were injured
in the non-violent demonstrat-
ion in Chicago
Wife brought home some kind
of chocolate mix that you put
into hot water and you have a
good chocolate drink. Tastes
pretty good, especially when
y.ni get all coffeyed out.
A bachelor is a fellow who
wakes up in the morning with
all the blanket.
Two drunks met. "Shay. Mac,"
asked the first, "crya know what
time it is? "Yeah." said the
other.
"Thanksh," said the first
drunk and walked away.
;Modal's Film Debut
HOLLYWOOD ;UPI) - Eu-
ropean model Geraldine Baron
will make her film debut with
Tony Franciosa in "A Man
Man Called Gannon "
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) -
The five-day Kentucky weather
'outlook. Thursday through Mon-
day.
Temperatures will average 4
degrees below the normal 51-58
highs and 32-38 lows west and
about normal the rest of the
state.
Precipitation will average ap-
proximately a half inch during
:the weekencL
- _
goLIGH GOING School children ,Iirnt, over large drift. an
Des Moines after the first storm of the season durnp-d up
to 12 inches of know on central and western Iowa Many
rural schools were closed
PRESIDENT-ELECT MEETS PRESIDENT President Johnson wel-
• comes President-elect Nixon to the white House in Wash-
ington for a discussion of the Vietnam will and other issues
ta, wig the U S Lower. following the conference Nixon and
his v‘ife are under heavy gu.dd as th,y arrive at their
Fifth Avvnue apartment in New York
•
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CHOW
CRISCO 3 lbs. 75
V \
FAVOR
JC1101'il
ARMOUR STAR -8 to 20 Lbs. BROAD BREASTED GRADE "A"
TURKEYS L B. 39t
Field Smoked IsPICNICS, RIB SWIFT'S PREMIUMPROTEN ii
33 t LB. STEAK. 790.
i
SAUSAGE Field 49ta. 1
IG
i
50 lbs.
$4.99
YUKON Plain of Setif Rising
FLOUR 10 lbs. 99 -Swift Premium
- FROSTY ACRES PRODUCTS -
WAFFLES  5-oz. 10'
SLICED STRAWB'RIES 16-oz. 39'
ORANGE JUICE  I 2-oz. 35'
FRENCH FRIES  2 lbs. 29'
FISH STICKS _ _ _ _ 8-oz. 39*
Del Monte Cut
GREEN BEANS -= 303
Del Monte
23'rcan 
KETCHUP- _ _ _ ltoz. 23'
Kraft Low alorie
THOUSAND ISLAND 8 ot
DRESSING  29'
Del
igeLIMAS- 303 can 250
Kraft
FRENCH DRESSING g 230
Pride of Illinois
CORN  19'
White - Yellow - Whole Kernel Yellow
Morrell 1-lb.
Campbell's - I can
i
LARD
I 6, /6) meg VEGETABLEi A.•••/. SOUP 2`;72qr
Del Monte
TOMATO JUICE _
SWIFT PREMIUM
PROTEN ROLLED RUMP
ROAST
990B
FRANKS 12-oz. 39C
BACON Swift Premium 55LB.
Angel Flake - 324-oz
COCONUT 25'
Duncan Hines
CAKE MIX 29'
Del Monte -# 2} Can
PEACHES  29'
LIQUID
5g0SWAN _ giant size 390 king size
ialir CRACKERS Pkg, Le. 390
Sunshine
HYDROX
Giant Size
0. .
ama
In SWIFT PREMIUM
in PROTEN
STEAK
89.
Chicken of the Sea - 1,2 Can
TUNA 
Del Monte Sliced - # 2 Can
29*
PINEAPPLE 35'
Moonkist Unswt. - 46-oz Can
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE  39*
Ocean Spray, Whole and Jelly - 15-oz.
CRANBERRY SAUCE 
Ocean Spray - 32-oz
CRANBERRY JUICE 
German - 1,4 Pound
CHOCOLATE 
BLUE ALL  69'
King Size
RINSO  $1.09
i i.e. 39r
 Pkg.
'4. SURE'
59°giant
Van ('amp
PORKRI BEANS # 300 can 15'
MIRACLE
WHIP
Itraft
Quart 49'
MISS WISCONSIN
PEAS
SHOWBOAT
SWEET POTATOES 
23'
45*
29'
EVERY
DAY...
SUPER PRODUCE
Red Potatoes I 0 lbs. 39'
Cauliflower _ _ _ 391
Grapefruit _   10*
Bananas  10'
Onions  3 lbs. 19'
Dixie Belle
CRACKERS 1 Lb  Ping
Maxwell House - 2 lbs.
COFFEE 
$1.39
04mip. imp 4IM. 4101. 41.1641W.01.11k0 I) 4111.• 41110-
•
190
2 403
g an.
No.2)
can
with purchase of 2 packages of
tOlkfiCart 44 inesa
FAMILY SIZE
BROWNIE MIX
.011•1. 4111•10.
41,4
I.
;41=1. sleins ;41=1. 411111
----"-4A11 111elo1arai
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hay.
Slopped the
mule,
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